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A study of the doping effect of ion implantation on a-Si films were carried out. 
Hydrogenation is a breakthrough in the success of doping of a-Si films. However, for the ion 
implanted samples, the addition of hydrogen before or after ion implantation does not affect 
the doping efficiency. Boron doping is found to be less destructive than phosphorus doping 
due to the smaller size of boron. The doping effect of lightly doped samples was improved 
by annealing, but this was not the case for heavily doped samples. 
iv 
Chapter 1 - Introduction 
Amorphous semiconductor is a fascinating new field in the development of solid state 
physics. Since the 50，s, great progress has been achieved in the study of amorphous 
semiconductor. Its theory greatly affected many basic problems in solid state physics. The 
amorphous semiconductor has now been applied in the technological area, e.g. solar cell, thin 
film transistor, image sensing element, optical storage. 
Early in the 50，s, Kolomiets found that amorphous materials containing group VI 
element behaved like intrinsic semiconductor [Kolomiets et al, 1955]. In 1960, loffe proposed 
an empirical rule: if a semiconducting material maintains its short range order structure, its 
semiconducting property would be inherited from its crystalline counter-part Poffe et al, 
I960]. From this rule, researchers found that properties such as band structure, electrical 
conductivity, thermal conductivity and optical properties are determined by the short range 
order of the material, while properties such as scattering, average carrier mobility are 
determined by the long range order of the material. At the end of 60's, N.F. Mott and M.H. 
Cohen, H. Fritzsche, S.R. Ovshinsky, based on experimental results and theoretical analysis, 
proposed the Mott-CFO band model [Mott, 1967, 1969; Cohen, Fritzsche, Ovshinsky, 1969] 
which suggested the concept of mobility edge and band tail localized state in the band 
structure of amorphous semiconductor. In 1972, Anderson proposed the model of electron 
phonon interaction in hopping conduction [Anderson, 1972]. Then Emin proposed the small 
polaron theory in disordered system [Emin, 1973]. All these contributions greatly improved 
the theoretical understanding of amorphous semiconductor. 
In 1975, Spear and LeComber were able to prepare doped amorphous silicon (a-Si 
)films by glow discharge decomposition of a mixture of silane (SiH) gas and doping gases. 
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They then successfully produced the p-n junction from this material. This doping effect 
opened up possibilities for the fabrication of thin film electronic devices (e.g. solar cell, thin 
film transistor) and led to an explosion of experimental and theoretical work on a-Si and 
other closely related materials. 
In this project, we are interested solely on a-Si thin films. 
1.1 Structure 
1.1.1 Physical Structure 
Silicon is a tetrahedrally coordinated material. In the amorphous state, it lacks long-
range periodic ordering of its constituent atoms. This does not imply it is completely 
disordered at the atomic scale. It contains covalently bonded atoms with ordering up to the 
third or fourth nearest neighbours. 
In general, the distinction between polycrystalline, microcrystalline and amorphous 
silicon is not sharp. So, amorphous silicon is defined only empirically if its X-ray diffraction 
pattern consists of diffuse rings rather than sharply defined Bragg rings or spots characteristic 
of polycrystalline or single crystal. 
Rapid cooling (quenching) from molten state to a temperature below the phase 
transition temperature may be a preparation method for amorphous semiconductor in 
chalcogenide glass family. But silicon has an extremely high melting point of about 1400 
Generally, it cannot be quenched fast enough to an amorphous atomic arrangement. 
Polycrystalline is usually obtained by quenching of silicon. 
In order to prepare a-Si, atomic deposition procedures such as evaporation, sputtering, 
chemical vapour deposition, plasma decomposition of gases are applied. Thus samples of a-Si 
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are usually fabricated in the form of thin films. 
1.1.2 Electronic Structure 
We are going to review some of the basic concepts and models of amorphous 
semiconductors, which are applicable to a-Si. 
In crystalline semiconductor, periodicity of long range order enable us to solve the 
electronic problem quantitatively with great simplification. But in amorphous semiconductor, 
we have to solve quantum mechanical problem of about 10^ mutually interacting electrons 
Density of States (a) (b) 
FIGURE 1.1. (a) Density of electronic states as a function of energy for a 
single band of a crystalline solid. The sharp behaviour at the band edges and 
in the interior represents the effects of Van Hove singularities, (b) Density of 
electronic states as a function of energy for a single band of an amorphous 
solid. All Van Hove singularities have disappeared. 
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moving in the fields of about mutually interacting ion cores arranged irregularly. There 
is little hope of obtaining first principle solution for this kind of disordered system in the near 
future. However, great strides have been made in semi quantitative formulation which enable 
us to analyze the experimental results in a consistent manner. 
The validity of one electron approximation depends primarily on the interatomic 
spacing [Adler, 1968] and the short range order structure of semiconductor. Since the 
amorphous solid (e.g. a-Si) shares the same properties as the corresponding crystalline solid 
(e.g. c-Si) in the above two aspects, we should expect this approximation to apply equally 
well to amorphous as well as to crystalline material. Thus we retain the concept of density 
of states, g(£) - the number of one electron states per unit volume in an infinitesimal energy 
range between E and E+dE, and mobility, n(E) - electronic velocity per unit applied electric 
field. 
From the tight binding approximation of band theory, the electron energy states of 
a solid primarily depend on the identity of the atom and on the nature and position of its 
nearest neighbours. Bond length variation and bond angle distortion due to disorder of second 
or further neighbours in amorphous material can then be introduced as a perturbation on the 
crystalline density of states, which can be calculated. Figure 1.1a and 1.1b show the single 
band structure of a crystalline and the corresponding amorphous solid respectively. The 
crystalline solid has a sharp structure at the band edge and the band centre. The amorphous 
solid, due to the perturbing potential, has some energy states shifted below the minimum and 
above the maximum energy states of the corresponding crystalline band. Those parts of the 
band extended beyond the original band extrema are called band tails. 
For mobility /^(E), we expect it to be relatively large in regions where g(E) is large 
and to tend to zero in regions where g(E) is small. Anderson was the first one to discuss 
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li(E) for a disordered system quantitatively [Anderson, 1958]. Anderson's model was a three 
dimensional periodic array of square wells of random depths spread over a range of energy, 
Vo. Through extremely complex calculation, Anderson showed that disorder leads to the 
existence of a critical value beyond which energy states are localized. 
Based on the results obtained through Anderson's model,Mott suggested that the 
transition of mobility from large g(E) (band centre) to small g(E) (band tail) was most 
probably a sharp one [Mott, 1968] (Figure 1.2c). Cohen, based on the results of another 
model, concluded that the mobility transition should be the less sharp transition of Figure 
1.2b [Cohen, 1970]. Nevertheless, there was a common point that a critical energy which 
separates localized from delocalized states exists. This critical energy is called the mobility 
edge and its status in disorder system is analogous to that of the band edge in crystalline 
system. 
In order to explain the experimental results of electrical properties, energy states 
> Energy 
(a) (b) (c) 
FIGURE 1.2. Three Models for the increase of mobility as the energy 
increases from the band tail to the dense portion of the band. 
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within the band gap must be considered. Models have been proposed for this purpose, as 
shown in Figure 1.3. It is believed that in an ideal amorphous semiconductor all bonds are 
saturated and there are no long range fluctuation. Thus it should have a true band gap with 
a density of states as shown in Figure 1.3b and the band tails should arise from gross density 
and bond angle fluctuation. 
Ec … … E 。 
^ ^ Ea , U 
E t , ， E , 一 V 对 
E , 丄.."••..•“〉^；^^、 
L > V 
N(E) 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
FIGURE 1.3. Various forms proposed for the density of states in 
amorphous semiconductors. Localized states are shown shaded. [From 
Mott and Davis, 1979] 
The Mott-CFO model, Figure 1.3a, suggested the overlapping band tails of localized 
states and the existence of mobility edge in the band tail. There is considerable evidence for 
the concept of mobility edge, while overlapping of band tails is considered unlikely in those 
amorphous semiconductors that are transparent to visible and infrared light. 
The Mott-Davis model, Figure 1.3c, suggested a band of deep acceptors associated 
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with a weaker band of donor (or a deep donor with a weaker band of acceptor) within the 
band gap [Davis and Mott, 1970]. It gives a finite density of states at Fermi level Ef. It 
allows optical transparency，but no explanation is offered to explain why the controlling 
states should lie near mid-gap. 
In 1972, Mott suggested that if the states arose from a defect centre, e.g. dangling 
bond, then they could act both as deep donor (Ey) and acceptor (Ex) [Mott, 1972], with 
single and double occupancy condition leading to two bands separated by an appropriate 
correlation energy, Figure 1.3d. In this Model, Ep should lie between the two bands, if they 
do not overlap or be pinned within them if they do overlap. 
With the above models, Mott proposed the following mechanism of conduction [Mott 
and Davis, 1979] in different temperature ranges, Figure 1.4. 
a) Transport by carriers excited to the extended states at Ec or Ey. The 
conductivity due to electrons is given by, 
A plot of (Ln a) versus (1/T) will give a straight line. Then the slope is E© 
/ k = (Ec-EpVk and intercept is a。，where Eo is called the activation energy. 
b) Transport by carriers at the band tail localized states and hopping at states 
near E^ or Eb. Conductivity by electron is, 
» 
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where Wj is the activation energy for hopping, w^  should decrease with 
decreasing temperature, but the carrier term (E^ - Ep) dominates the 
temperature dependency. So (Ln a) versus (1/T) is approximately linear. 
个 
\ Ec - Ep i x ‘ 
> V 




l / T 
FIGURE 1.4. Illustration of the temperature dependence of conductivity 
according to Mott's model. The activation energies associated with various 
processes are indicated. 
c) Nearest neighbour hopping occurs at states near Ep. The contribution is 
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where Wa is the hopping energy. At even lower temperature, where kT is 
smaller than the band width, variable range hopping of the form 
o=o\ txp(—) (1.4) 
is expected. 
Finally, Mott suggested that if the density of defect states at Ep is high, the 
process (b) may not be dominant at any temperature range and a direct 
transition from (a) to (c) will result. 
1.2 Hydrogenation 
Due to the disordered structure, amorphous material could have a large concentration 
of dangling bonds which produce energy states deep inside the band gap. These gap states 
act as carrier traps (reducing the mobility) or as non-radiative recombination centre 
(degrading the photoluminescence). 
However, Spear and LeComber showed that a-Si can be prepared by decomposing 
SiH4 gas in a glow discharge with an extremely low density of states within the gap, resulting 
from saturation of the electrically active defects with hydrogen, and successfully prepared 
doped a-Si samples. In these hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H), hydrogen passivates 
the dangling bonds, eliminating most of the gap states which may pin the Fermi level in the 
mid-gap. Hydrogenation has then become a major technique in improving the properties of 
a-Si film. 
Hydrogenation may be done at two different stages of sample preparation : 
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1.2.1 Hydrogenation during film formation 
In glow discharge method, silane is decomposed in a plasma and silicon is deposited 
on substrate at temperature between 200 and 300 ®C. At this substrate temperature, 
species other than Si, such as SiH, SiHj, H, SiH+，SiHj^ , etc., in the silane plasma may also 
deposit on the film without breaking the Si-H bond [Spear et al., 1984]. Thus, there is a high 
concentration of H, about 10 to 30 at. % [Knight, 1984], in the glow discharge deposited a-
Si films. 
In reactive sputtering, hydrogen is introduced to an argon plasma during deposition 
[Thompson, 1984]. Thus the a-Si films formed are also rich in H and have similar properties 
as those produced by glow discharge method. 
By thermal chemical vapour deposition (CVD), a-Si films composed of an almost pure 
silicon network can be prepared, because thermal decomposition of silane needs a 
temperature higher than 500 At this temperature bonded hydrogen on the growing 
surface is thermally re-emitted into the gas phase [Hirose, 1984]. In order to grow 
hydrogenated silicon (a-Si:H) , a low temperature deposition is required. 
Homogeneous CVD (HOMOCVD) technique [Scott et al., 1981] employs a cooled 
substrate in a hot reactor. Hydrogen content of > 10 at. % is obtained for films deposited 
by this technique at deposition temperature under 300 [Kaplan, 1984]. Photo-CVD is 
another technique to prepare a-Si:H film. It gives a coating rate of 30 A • min'^  at temperature 
under 300 by UV excitation. 
1.2.2 Posthydrogenation 
a-Si films, obtained by vacuum evaporation and high temperature CVD (substrate 
temperature > 500 °C), contain no or very little hydrogen and show poor photo response 
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due to the high density of dangling bonds. However, hydrogen can be added to the film after 
deposition to improve their photo and electrical properties. This is called the 
posthydrogenation method. 
A small amount of hydrogen can be introduced into CVD prepared a-Si films, 
originally with no detectable bonded hydrogen, either by hydrogen plasma annealing [Sol et 
al., 1980] or by H+ ion implantation [Suzuki et al., 1980]. 
In hydrogen plasma annealing, hydrogen penetration into a-Si is basically controlled 
by a diffusion process with a diffusion coefficient of 5.8x10•丨‘ cm '^S* at 400 [Sol et al., 
1980]. A small amount of diffused hydrogen, less than 0.5 at. % ， i s enough for the 
saturation of dangling bonds [Hirose, 1984], in contrast to the high concentration of hydrogen 
(about 10 at. %) in glow discharge films. 
In H+ ion implantation, implanted hydrogen profile follows the LSS theory [Lindard 
et al., 1963]. The average hydrogen content is estimated to be 1.5 at. % [Suzuki et al., 1980] 
a-Si films prepared by electron beam (e-beam) evaporation under high vacuum has 
been successfully been posthydrogenated by treating the samples with a theta pinch hydrogen 
plasma [Tong et al., 1981]. a-Si:H films produced by this method show good optical and 
electrical properties, comparable to those of the glow discharge films, and also they are 
highly stable and show the absence of the Staebler-Wronski effect [Chik et al., 1983]. 
Both e-beam evaporation and CVD prepared a-Si films were posthydrogenated by 
using atomic hydrogen from a cold-cathode plasma gun throughout this research project. 
1,3 Doping of a-Si 
The aim of doping a semiconductor is to control the electronic properties by shifting 
the position of the Fermi energy level. In crystalline silicon, practically all atoms of a 
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conventional dopant (phosphorus and boron) are located at lattice positions (fourfold 
coordinated), i.e. substitutional doping. But for a-Si, Mott suggested the 8-N rule [Mott, 
1967] which stated that in a random covalent network, each atom will adjust its coordination 
number to minimize its local energy by forming the maximum number of bonds. According 
to Mott's model, both phosphorus (P) and boron (B) are expected to be threefold coordinated 
and therefore not active as dopant. However, the success of the doping of a-Si:H films 
prepared by glow discharge method [Spear and LeComber, 1975] firstly challenges the 
validity of this rule. The direct evidence for substitutional (loping in a-Si:H by group V 
element was presented by Knights et al. using extended X-ray absorption fine structure 
(EXAFS) studies [Knights et al., 1977]. Street suggested a doping model that extended 
the 8-N rule by including the charged species, such as P4+ and B; [Street, 1982]. 
Gas phase doping is a method generally used for a-Si films prepared by glow 
discharge and CVD. It is accomplished by adding suitable amount of dopant gases like 
phosphine (PH3) or diborane (BjHg) to the silane during film formation. Since film growth 
is a complicated process, the gas phase dopant concentration may not be a good parameter 
to discuss the doping effect [Branz, 1987]. The solid phase dopant concentration should be 
a suitable parameter. But for gas phase doped sample, the determination of solid phase 
dopant concentration needs extra technique, e.g. secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), 
after doping. This adds extra time and expense to the total cost of gas phase doping method. 
However, this doping technique is most suitable for large area application. 
Doping may also be done by ion implantation. Its advantage includes the convenience 
in selective doping, the possibilities of doping beyond thermo-equilibrium concentration, 
higher accuracy of doping concentration and independent introduction of different atomic 
species. Also, it is best for dopant that is not readily available in gaseous form (a 
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requirement for gas phase doping). In ion implantation, dopant ions are accelerated to an 
energy of surface. The distribution of implanted ions in the film is approximately Guassian. 
Uniformity of dopant concentration within the film can be controlled by varying the 
implantation energy. It has been shown that substitutional doping of a-Si:H can be done by 
ion implantation for glow discharge films and sputtered films [Kalbitzer et al., 1980]. One 
point worth stressing is that the efficiency of substitutional doping for ion implantation is 
relatively low, but the range of control of the electrical properties is the same as that of gas 
phase doping. 
1.4 Previous Results and Applications 
1.4.1 Results 
Since the breakthrough by Spear and LeComber on doping of a-Si:H, glow 
discharge has become the most widely used method in producing device quality a-Si films. 
Undoped glow discharge a-Si:H films have a room temperature conductivity (cTrt) of 10^  
to 10 ' 0"丨cm、Doping by gas phase may control <Trt over some ten orders of magnitude, from 
10-12 to 10-2 Q-icm-i [Spear and LeComber, 1976]. 
For phosphorus doping, maximum a^ is reached at an impurity gas ratio (PiySiH-) 
of la^ to followed by a saturation of a^ r at higher doping level (FIGURE 1.5). 
Activation energy (EJ decreases from 0.7 eV to 0.2 eV for an impurity concentration of 
about cm-3 (FIGURE 1.6). For boron doping, a町 first decreases and then increases with 
rising dopant level. The initial decrease may be due to compensation effect because undoped 
a-Si:H are usually of n-type [Beyer et al., 1984]. Thus the Fermi level is moved through 
mid-gap and then a change from electron to hole conduction mechanism takes place • a^ r then 
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eventually rises to about W O 'cm ' (almost as high as for phosphorus doping) at a gaseous 
impurity ratio ( B H j / S i H O of 10•丨• E , for boron doping follows a similar trend as c t r t . E . first 
rises to a value greater than 0.8 eV and then decreases sharply and reaches a nearly constant 
value of 0.2 eV at boron concentration of W cm \ 
- 0 r— 1 - 0 
鬥 \ ‘ 5 u . V / r -
6 . \ \ B 十 ； 
a \ 、 \ 。 V / : 
… — — / — — 6 K) 
^ V / 7 i 
二 _8 \ ~ r f 8 , 
“ — “ — � 
-12 -12 
22 20 18 16 16 18 20 22 
LOG [ Ng (cm])] < > LOG [ Np (cm-”] 
F I G U R E 1.5. Room temperature conductivity (Trt of a-Si specimens plotted 
logarithmically as a function of impurity concentration N. P,, phosphorus ion 
implantation; B,, boron ion implantation (full line). All implantations are done 
at a specimen temperature of 280 Pg and Bq are results for phosphorus 
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FIGURE 1.6. Conductivity activation energies E. as a function of impurity 
concentration for the same group of specimens as in FIGURE 1.5. [From 
Kalbitzer et al., 1980] 
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Doping by ion implantation of glow discharge films heated to about 280 has been 
done systematically with different kinds of impurities [Kalbitzer et al., 1980]. Implantation 
doping can control a^ r over the same range of value (10 ^  to KP Q-^cm '), but doping 
efficiency is lower than that achieved by gas phase doping. In general, impurity concentration 
about two orders of magnitude higher is required for ion implantation to reach 汉灯 and E. 
comparable to that obtained by gas phase doping (see FIGURE 1.5 and 1.6). This low doping 
efficiency is mainly due to the increase of structural defects produced by implantation. In 
order to obtain penetration depth of order of 1000 A, phosphorus ions of up to 50 keV 
energy will have to be implanted into the a-Si films. Such a high energy (compared with the 
much lower energy required for breaking and reformation of bonds in the surface region for 
gas phase doping) will introduce additional defect states and have to be compensated by some 
of the excess carriers introduced by electrically active donors or acceptors. Photo-
conductivity measurement (Op » 10^  Q-'cm ' for implanted samples is two orders of 
magnitude smaller than o，« 10"^  it^ cm'^  for gas phase doping) has indicated that the 
implantation process introduces an appreciable density of additional defects in the mobility 
gap which reduce the photoconductive lifetime [Kalbitzer et al., 1980]. 
To reduce defects produced by implantation, samples may be heated to a higher 
temperature during the implantation. Since implantation may be analogous to a process of 
very high local temperature transients of very fast quenching rate, higher sample temperature 
would reduce this quenching rate and help to relax the structural defects introduced during 
implantation. However, glow discharge a-Si films are usually prepared at a temperature 
under 300 Heating these samples to higher than 300 would cause a loss of hydrogen 
from these samples and this may degrade the electronic properties [Kalbitzer et al., 1980]. 
But for samples which are posthydrogenated at a high temperature (400 °C or higher) and 
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which are thus stable at high temperature [Chik et al., 1983], it would be more suitable to 
do implantation at a higher substrate temperature ( > 300 ^C ) in order to reduce the 
defects. 
Alternatively, annealing may be carried out after implantation. Galloni and co-workers 
claimed that implantation of glow discharged films at room temperature followed by 
annealing at 260 gives better results of a^ r (FIGURE 1.7) than those obtained by 
-2 I ： 1 0 I 
；; // ！; ; ： \ 
1/ j \ 
-10 - / / 0.2 - \ 
1 1 1 / _ I I I 0 . 1 1 1 1 1 
17 18 19 20 21 22 17 18 19 20 21 22 
LOG [ conc. (cm )] LOG [ conc. (cm )] 
(a) (b) 
FIGURE 1.7. (a) Room temperature dark conductivity vs implanted 
concentration, (b) Conductivity activation energy E^  vs implanted 
concentration. ( • ) - boron annealed; (•) - boron annealed and hydrogenated 
[From Galloni et al., 1990]. (The single dotted line represents the results by 
Kalbitzer et al. [Kalbitzer et al., 1980]) 
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Kalbitzer [Galloni et al., 1990]. From FIGURE 1.7, we see that the results of obtained 
by Galloni et al. is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude higher than those obtained by Kalbitzer et al. 
for dose concentration up to 10 功 \ For higher dose concentration, there is only a 
difference of about one order of magnitude between their results. As Galloni stated, about 
one order of magnitude higher conductivity in their samples may be accounted by the 
thickness dependence of conductivity - since Galloni's samples are about 0.3 ^ m thick, while 
Kalbitzer's samples are about 0.1 fim thick. For lightly doped samples, the difference in 
(Trt should be due to the hydrogen content factor. Since hopping conduction still plays a 
significant role in the room temperature conduction mechanism, hydrogen may reduce the 
defect states which contribute to hoiking conduction, so the hydrogen richer samples of 
Kalbitzer et al. have a lower a^r. 
As seen in FIGURE 1.7b., Galloni et al. obtained E. of about 0.75 eV and 0.35 eV 
for dose concentration of 1 0 c m and 10 加 cm respectively. This is lower than the 
corresponding results obtained by Kalbitzer et al.( 0.9 eV and 0.45 eV). At higher dose 
concentration (10 '^ cm,，the results from the two groups of researchers are approximately 
the same (0.25 eV). In addition, Galloni et al. had treated a doped sample by post-
hydrogenation. They stated that post-hydrogenation had deactivated the dopant of their B-
doped films and a low temperature annealing would recover the activity of dopant. 
Since implantation damage is produced by energetic ion bombardment (several tens 
of keV), one way to reduce the defects is simply to dope by low-energy ions. Yoshida et al. 
have developed a low energy ion doping technique [Yoshida et al., 1987] and reported that 
optimum result for a^r was 10"^  Q 'cm'* and E. was 0.17 eV at a phosphorus concentration 
of 4x10® cm-3, with implantation energy of 6 keV and sample temperature of 300 ®C during 
doping. However due to the intrinsic characteristics of implantation, penetration dq)th 
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(estimated by LSS theory) of low-energy ions is small and thus this may be useful only for 
thin layer of films of order Iff A or smaller in thickness. This technique does not solve the 
low doping efficiency of implantation. 
Doping of evaporated a-Si films during film formation has been reported [Iselbom et 
al. 1983]. Phosphine was introduced into the vacuum deposition chamber and dissociated by 
heated tungsten filaments (2300 K). CTRT increased from W O 'cm * (undoped) to 10' O-'cm ' 
and E. decreased from 0.6 eV (undoped) to 0.2 eV. Photo-conductivity increases at best by 
one order of magnitude (about 10^  O c^m-i). From FIGURE 1.8, we see that dark conductivity 
and activation energy become saturated at PH3 partial pressure of about 10^  Torr and are 
rather constant with further increase of impurity gas pressure (PH3). However, 
photoconductivity drops from a maximum of about IQ^ O'^ cm ' by two orders of magnitude 
when PH3 partial pressure increases above 10' Torr. This shows that doping efficiency 
decreases at higher impurity level. Thus concentration of inactive dopant of 3-fold 
phosphorus increases more quickly generating more defect states within the band gap, so that 
photoconductivity is reduced. This method of doping on ev-a-Si films may control the 
conductivity and activation energy of the sample but the photo response is rather poor 
especially at high dose. 
Atmospheric pressure CVD prepared a-Si, without hydrogenation was doped and 
studied by Hirose et al. [Hirose et al. 1984]. Since a spin density of order KT cm"^  exists in 
the CVD films, increase of dopant concentration to order of ICT cm-^  may remove the 
unpaired electrons which contribute to states for hopping conduction near Fermi level. At 
room temperature, hopping dominates the conductivity process, thus ctrt dropping by one 
order of magnitude was observed, when dopant concentration increases, for both boron and 
phosphorus doping (FIGURE 1.9). 
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as a function of doping ratio. Samples deposited at 550 and 650 were 
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1984] 
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Further increase of dopant concentration raises to 10"^  fi 'cm ' and lowers E. to 0.2 eV. 
Though the efficiency would be lower than that of other gas phase doping methods, the 
doping is still effective. Moreover posthydrogenation eliminates most of the defects in the 
network, thus improving dramatically the doping efficiency as can be seen by comparing the 
results shown in FIGURE 1.9 and FIGURE 1.10. But the result of cTrt is still saturated at 
10-^0-'cm'. 
Low pressure CVD films studied by Chik et al. also give positive results on doping 
[Chik et al., 1990]. The doping gas PH3 was mixed with SiH- during deposition. The solid 
1 1 1 1 SS SS I 1 1 ~ n 
-2 一 o XJ 
f^: V ： 
-8 I I J I _ ^ _ I I I I 
10-4 10-5 iq-6 1 0 "6 10"® 10 — 
\ H / ^ S i H 4 ^PHg 
FIGURE 1.10. Room temperature conductivity of posthydrogenated CVD 
a-Si plotted against doping ratio. [From Hirose, 1984] 
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phase content of the films was determined by SIMS. Chik et al. show that heavily P-doped 
a-Si films (about 2.5x10 '^ cm"^  in solid phase concentration) has the activation energy E , = 
0.2 eV at best. The Fermi level, Ep has been moved by about 0.5 eV towards Ec from the 
undoped level. Since the films were prepared at 580 °C high temperature, hydrogen content 
is negligible. Lightly doped films appeared to be undoped with Ep pinned at mid-gap, but 
the doping effect becomes obvious after posthydrogenation. The dangling bonds in the mid-
gap can be reduced by hydrogenation (as in the case of lightly doped sample), but this can 
also be done by extra dopant ( as in the case of heavily doped sample). This agrees with 
Hirose's results for atmospheric pressure CVD films. 
From all these results, we see that conductivity activation energy, E •’ and room 
temperature conductivity, a r t, for different doping methods (gas phase doping or 
implantation) on different films (glow discharge or CVD) behave similarly at high dose level. 
(Trt saturates at about 10'^  Q 'cmand E. saturates at about 0.2 eV. 
Since approximately the same saturated value of E •卜 0.2eV) is obtained for different 
samples at different dose levels, this may suggest that the decrease of doping efficiency is 
related to the movement of Ep. At first, Ep is pinned at the mid-gap. By removal of mid-gap 
defect states, Ep becomes movable. As Ep approaches the mobility edge, the doping 
efficiency decreases. Thus Ep can only be moved to 0.2 eV from the mobility edge at best. 
Gas phase doping is more efficient than ion implantation and is especially convenient 
in glow discharge and CVD system, while ion implantation generates much more defects due 
to energetic bombardment. However,the advantages of ion implantation are a higher purity 
of selected ion mass, a higher accuracy of doping concentration and the ability of 
independent introduction of different atomic species. Also, it is already widely used as a 
doping technique for practical devices fabrication. The most important point is that it may 
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provide the same range of control of electrical properties as that of gas phase doping. So, 
it is worthwhile to study the doping process and to improve the properties of ion implantation 
doped a-Si films. 
1.4.2 Applications 
a-Si is a low cost material and can easily be produced in form of a large area film on 
a variety of substrate. This makes a-Si very cost effective in application • 
One of the promising application is the a-Si solar cell. Crystalline silicon solar cells 
have an efficiency greater than 20 % ， b u t they provide electricity five times more expensive 
than conventional sources do. Amorphous semiconductors typically absorb sunlight about 100 
times better than crystalline silicon. Thus solar cell based on a-Si can be made as large area, 
thin film device. The conversion efficiency of a-Si solar cell has been greater than 11 % 
[Jang et al., 1988]. Commercial products such as watches and calculators powered by a-Si 
solar cells have already been on the market for years. 
Thin film transistor (TFT) would be another great application area for a-Si:H. Most 
applications suggested for TFT are in output or input devices, driving display (e.g. LCD) or 
reading sensors (e.g. image senor) [Thompson, 1984]. a-Si:H TFT addressed monochromatic 
LCD TV has already appeared in the market. Also, colour LCD TV driven by a-Si:H TFT 
is developing. This incorporates a three colour mosaic of colour filters and redundant lines 
to deal with open circuits and short circuits between the gate and drain lines. Another 
application for TFT is a linear image sensor array for facsimile machine and input scanning 
where each a-Si:H sensor is connected to an a-Si:H TFT. 
Other devices such as high speed light valve, optical recording, electrophotography, 
etc. are also under research or have been developed. 
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Chapter 2 _ Experimental Set-up and Techniques 
2.1 Sample Preparation 
a-Si thin films were prepared by the methods of e-beam evaporation and LPCVD (low 
pressure chemical vapour deposition). Coming 7059 glass was used as the substrate in both 
methods. 
The films were then treated as follows: annealing in Nj atmosphere, hydrogenation 
with an atom gun and doping by ion implantation in different orders of combination. 
2.1.1 Substrate cleaning procedure 
The following steps were applied to clean the glass substrate for the deposition of a-Si 
thin films. 
1) The substrate were soaked in warm detergent solution and agitated in an 
ultrasonic cleaner for 5 minutes. 
2) The substrate were rinsed by spraying with filtered water of sufficient flow to 
provide a flushing action to remove residual cutting chips or flakes. 
3) The substrate were soaked in warm deionized water and agitated in the 
ultrasonic cleaner for 5 minutes. 
4) The substrate were rinsed by spraying with deionized water. 
5) The substrate were dipped into AR grade ethanol and then dried by 
isopropanol vapour in order to displace water from the substrate without 
spotting their surfaces. 
6) The substrate were heated in an electric oven at 220。C for 20 minutes before 
being put into the deposition chamber. 
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2.1.2 I>eposition Method 
Two groups of samples were produced by different deposition methods. The samples 
with code name started with "YL" were deposited by e-beam evaporation and those with 
code name started with "YSi" were deposited by LPCVD. 
2.1.2.a E>beam evaporation 
It was carried out in a high vacuum coating unit, Balzars Model BA 510. During 
deposition, the ultimate pressure before and after opening of the shutter was 1x10^ Torr and 
2x10"^  Ton, respectively. A solid silicon rod was cut into pieces as evaporating material. 
The quartz crystal thin film monitor (QSG 201) and the ratemeter (QRG 201) were 
used to monitor the film thickness during deposition. The quartz crystal was positioned at 
about 21 cm from the evaporation source, while the substrate were 18 cm from the source 
(as the e-beam gun was aging, we shortened the substrate to source distance to get a faster 
coating rate). Effective coating rate of 0.9 to 1.4 As“ were obtained for 1000 A a-Si films. 
Film thickness was cross-checked by an optical interference method (FIGURE 2.1). 
A sodium lamp was used to illuminate the wedge-shaped system. Interference pattern was 
observed through a travelling microscope. At the film boundary, a fringe shift was observed 
due to the step change of the film. By measuring the fringe separation and the fringe shift 
with the travelling microscope, the film thickness can be calculated. The error of the 
measurement was about 土 10 % and the value agreed with that measured by the quartz 
crystal monitor. 
2.1.2.b LPCVD (Low Pressure Chemical Vapour Deposition) 
Another group of samples were prepared by thermal LPCVD method. The thermal 
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Figure 2.1. The set-up for thickness measurement by optical interference 
method. 
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reactor consisted of a silicon coated graphite block, acting both as furnace and substrate 
holder, lying on a horizontal quartz tube. FIGURE 2.2 shows the schematic diagram of the 
set-up. 
Before deposition, the system was first leak-checked by using a leak detector. Then 
the reactor for deposition was purged with high purity (99.99 %) N2 gas. The graphite block 
was heated to 590 °C by induction heating with temperature control [Ong, 1989]. Silane 
diluted with 90 % H2 gas was admitted to the reactor at a flow rate of 20 s.c.c.m. The 
pressure in the reactor was maintained at 1 Torr. The coating rate was 1.2 to 1.5 As、About 
15 minutes was required for deposition of the 0.1 /xm thick a-Si films. The decomposition 
of silane into silicon involves the following steps [Hirose, 1984]. 
SiH. - SiH. + H. (2.1) 
^d) 无(g� 
气 + Si,,, — 2Si-II� (2.2) 
2说-H⑷-1 〜+ H � (2-3) 
where (g), (s) and (a) denote the gas，solid and absorbed molecules, respectively. 
Since the whole substrate is coated with film in the CVD method, the optical 
interference method cannot be applied for thickness measurement. A device was developed 
for the thickness measurement of CVD films, as shown in FIGURE 2.3. 
A small piece of the substrate with deposited film was cut and stuck onto an inclined 
plane of the device by wax. The angle of inclination is 2.59®. The device was fitted into a 
ring as in FIGURE 2.3 and it was gently rubbed on a glass surface with diluted tooth paste. 
Then, a surface with the same angle of inclination as the device was formed on the film. By 
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t, of the film could be calculated by the following formula, 
t = d • tan( 2.59°) 
The resolution of the microscope is 0.5 ^m. A typical error of this thickness measurement 
is 土0.02 jum. 





FIGURE 2.3, The mechanical device for measurement of thickness for CVD 
films. 
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Annealing of samples were carried out in a quartz tube with continuous flow of 
nitrogen. The set-up was shown in FIGURE 2.4. 
N2 gas was purified by passing through a coil of copper tubing immersed in liquid 
N2. Flow rate of purified Nj gas was kept at 60 cmVmin. by a flow meter placed before the 
furnace. The furnace was movable. Its temperature was controlled by a PID (proportional-
integral-derivative) temperature controller. Outlet of the N2 gas was dipped into a bottle of 
mechanical pump oil for confirmation of N2 gas flow and to prevent back stream of air. 
Samples were first put into a copper sample holder and purified N2 gas was used to 
purge the chamber for 5 minutes. The furnace was set at a temperature 10 °C higher than 
the required annealing temperature before it was moved to the sample holder in order to heat 
the sample faster to the desired temperature. After moving the furnace over the copper 
sample holder, temperature of sample holder was monitored by two thermocouples (one at 
the middle and one at the edge of the sample holder). About 10 minutes later, the sample 
holder attained the desired temperature which was maintained by the temperature controller 
for 20 min. When annealing was finished, the furnace was moved away from sample holder 
by 2 cm per min., that took another 10 min. 
2.1.4 Hydrogenation Method 
Since a-Si films, prepared by e-beam evaporation and by LPCVD at 590 were 
composed of almost pure silicon [Hirose, 1984], hydrogen was added after preparation in 
order to improve the electronic properties of the films. 
The source of hydrogen was an atom gun (Ion Tech, FABllNF) which employed a 
saddle field ion source to produce a plasma of hydrogen. Hydrogen ions were accelerated 
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FIGURE 2.4. The nitrogen annealing system for a-Si films. 
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of atomic hydrogen was obtained and used to bombard the sample which was heated to 400 -
500 ®C, to facilitate the diffusion of hydrogen into the sample. The whole process was done 
inside a vacuum chamber at a pressure of 2x10 ^  Torr. As the hydrogen beam size is small, 
the sample was placed on a movable holder which was driven to and fro by a motor. This 
provided a scanning function to hydrogenate the whole film [Ho, 1988]. 
2.1.5 Doping Method 
Doping of the film with both p-type and n-type impurities has been done by ion 
implantation in the Electronics Department, CUHK. The ion implanter operated at a high 
1 . 2 I 
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FIGURE 2.5. The B + implantation profile _ A, • represent the higher and lower energy 
implantation, full line represents the resultant concentration (1.1x10^ ^ cnr, profile. 
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vacuum (2 - 3x10"® Torr) environment. 
The dopant was first ionized to form a plasma. A 35 kV voltage was used to extract 
ions from the plasma. Then a magnetic field was used to select the desirable ion which 
would finally be accelerated or decelerated to the desirable energy. The selected ion beam 
directly bombarded and doped impurities into the sample. 
The implantation was done in two steps. In step 1, a minor portion of dose was 
implanted by a lower energy. In step 2, a major portion of dose was implanted by a higher 
energy. This results in a more even distribution of dose in the film than that provided by 
implantation with a single energy. For phosphorus doping, the 2 energies are 25 keV and 70 
keV. For boron doping, 10 keV and 25 keV were selected. The dose concentration profile 
for ion implantation was calculated according to the LSS theory [Linard et al., 1963]. 
FIGURE 2.5 shows the B + implantation profile. The peak concentration was selected at 
1.1x10 cm '. In the figure, it can be seen that from the depth of 350 k to 950 人 tfie 
concentration of the resultant profile is above 90% of the peak value. This covers about half 
the thickness of our films (about 1000 A). The resultant profile is surely more uniform than 
that of a single energy implantation. The detail of amount of dose applied in the two steps 
are listed in Table 2.1. 
2.2 Measurements 
2.2.1 Dark Conductivity 
The temperature dependence of dark conductivity of the samples was measured under 
vacuum of about 10 ® Torr in a planar configuration [Chik et al” 1990] in the temperature 
range of 270 °C to -160 ®C. The temperature was controlled in ramp mode by an IBM PC 
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Table 2.1. Listing of the total amount of dose per unit area implanted into the 
samples with the corresponding peak concentration value calculated by the LSS 
theory. 
Phosphorus Doping 
Peak concentration Implanted by 25 keV Implanted by 70 keV 
(cm'3) - Dose (cm"^  - Dose (cm"^ ) 
l.lxKT 2.5x10" 1.2x10" 
Boron Doping 
Peak concentration Implanted by 10 keV Implanted by 25 keV 
(cnr) - Dose (cm.) - Dose (cnr) 
2.5xl(r 6.5x10" 2.5x10" 
6.Qxl(r 1.7x1015 6.0x10'^  
1.0x10 '^ 2.8x10" 1.0x10" 
3.0x102' 8.4x10" 3.0x1016 
I 5.5xl(F 2.0x10'^ 4.5x10'^ 
l.OxlCP 2.8x1016 1.0x1017 
3.0xl(P 8.4xl(r 3.0x10*^  
XT compatible computer. Block diagram of the experimental set-up is shown in FIGURE 
2.6. Data were also collected by the computer. Thus the whole measurement was done 
automatically. 
Temperature of the sample was monitored by a thermocouple (Copper-Constantan, 
type T, Omega Co.) which was pasted with silver paste onto a dummy glass (Coming 7059) 
placed adjacent to the sample. A DVM (Thurlby 1905a, digital multimeter with digit) 
with resolution of 1 /xV was used to measure the thermoelectric voltage from the 
thermocouple. The reading was sent to the computer through a standard RS232 interface. The 
computer was programmed to convert the reading into temperature in Celsius through table 
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FIGURE 2.6. The block diagram of the computer controlled conductivity 
measurement set-up. 
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look-up. With this temperature as feed back signal, the computer employed a PID 
(Proportional-Integral-Derivative) algorithm to control the heating mechanism to perform the 
temperature regulation and variation. The temperature fluctuation can be controlled to 土0.02 
®C at equilibrium. 
The dark resistance of the sample was measured by a programmable electrometer 
(Keithley 617, with 41/2 digit). In V/I mode, the electrometer can measure resistance in the 
range of 5x10^ 0 to 10 Q. Readings of the resistance were sent to the computer through the 
IEEE 488 interface in every 360 ms, while the computer recorded data only at 5 ®C interval. 
Electrodes for measurement were formed by pasting 0.03 mm copper wire with silver paste 
on the film. Typical gap length between the two electrodes was 0.5 mm. 100 V was applied 
across the gap to reduce the effect of the contact potential. The system was programmed in 
ramp mode starting at 275 with cooling rate of 0.8 per minute. At each 5 ®C interval, 
the computer recorded the temperature and resistance of the sample, and then stored the data 
into a magnetic disk. For measurement below room temperature, cooling was required. 
Liquid N2 was fed into a stainless steel container which was connected to the sample holder 
by copper plates. The computer still kept the cooling rate at 0.8 per minute. The 
measurement was taken down to-160°C. A maximum temperature deviation of 土 1。。from 
� 
the set point was observed at each time when liquid N2 was added. It took about 10 minute 
time to completely recover from that deviation. Under undisturbed condition, at both high 
and low temperature, the controlling system performed well. The deviation from the desired 
temperature was only about 0.2 °C and the cooling rate is constant and slow. The PID 
control algorithm was chosen because it is computationally efficient and easy to adjust with 
the 3 parameters (P-I-D). The system main program, FIGURE 2.7, and the PID control 
algorithm were written in PASCAL, while the device dependent input/output functions were 
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implemented with assembly language. 
2.2.2 Room Temperature Hioto-conductivity 
The set-up for measurement of room temperature photo-conductivity was the same as 
that for dark conductivity. Light of intensity of about 100 mW cm'^  from a white light source 
was directed into the vacuum chamber by an optical fibre through a quartz rod acting as a 
light pipe. The end of the light pipe was placed 1 cm above the sample. Dark resistance was 
taken first followed by the resistance under illumination. The sample, under illumination or 
in the dark, is kept at the same temperature, so that error introduced by heating effect due 
to illumination is minimized. 
Photo-conductivity, a^ may then be calculated by the following formula. 
a , =丄 (丄-丄） (2.4) P tw Rj Rjy 
Where 1 = gap length, R 里=resistance under illumination, 
w = gap width, R d = dark resistance, 
t = film thickness 
2.2.3 £SR (Electron Spin Resonance) 
ESR signals of the samples were measured by a JEOL spectrometer (Model: JES-
FE3X) at room temperature. The output signal was digitized by an AD/DA (Analog to 
Digital/Digital to Analog) adaptor card and inputed to an IBM PC XT Compatible computer 
for processing and storage. A programme had been developed for calculating the total area, 
under the absorption curve, which corresponded to the total spin of the sample. For each set 
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I 
of measurement, the ESR signal of a carbon substandard, with known spin concentration, 
was also measured. By comparison, we may easily calculate the spin density of each 
unknown sample. 
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Chapter 3 - Results and Discussions 
To study the dependence of the doping effect by ion implantation on hydrogenation, 
paired samples (each pair prepared in the same deposition cycle) were implanted together. 
Within each pair of samples, one has been posthydrogenated before doping and the other not 
yet. Then, the samples were annealed in a nitrogen atmosphere isochronally between 275 ®C 
to 400 The annealing time was 20 min. at each temperature. At the end of the annealing 
cycle at 400 all samples were posthydrogenated further. The results were presented in 
FIGURE 3.1 - 3.11. In addition, a series of samples prepared by LPCVD were doped with 
boron to different dose levels. Another series of samples prepared by e-beam evaporation (by 
Ho Wai Hung) were collected. Both series of samples were measured and the results were 
presented in FIGURE 3.12-3.16. 
Conductivity, a (dark and photo), are plotted in log scale vs 1000/T. In the graph of 
conductivity activation energy (E.) vs 1000/T, the values of E . are calculated from the 
corresponding graph of dark-conductivity ⑷ vs 1000/T by the following equation: 
E = ^Lim (3,1) 
^ 1000 
where k - Boltzmann's constant, 
a(T) - differential slope of the dark conductivity curve. It is calculated by 2 
successive points on the curve. One is CTD at T and the other is CTD at T + 
5。C. 
E. values listed in all of the tables are the average results of 20 data points at high 
temperature (275 ®C - 180 °C). Hence the E. values correspond to differential activation 
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energies. 
All of the results are tabulated in TABLE 3.1 - 3.8 (except those properties [<Xd,kt, 
ffpRT, E J used in plots against 1000/T, which will occupy too much space). 
3.1 Doping effect and posthydrogenation 
FIGURE 3.1.a-b and FIGURE 3.2.a-b show the temperature dependence of the 
electrical properties of undoped e-beam evaporated (from YL19 series) and LPCVD (from 
YSiS series) a-Si films. Before posthydrogenation, both samples have a large defect density. 
So, the dominant conduction mechanism changes below room temperature. E. drops from 
0.8/0.9 eV (energy difference between Ep and mobility edge) for evaporated/LPCVD film 
at high temperature to about 0.2 eV (energy difference between Ep and mid-gap states) at 
low temperature. 
Posthydrogenation removes lot of the defect states. Thus the dark conductivity curves 
become nearly a straight line and aD.RT is about 10 ' to 10 '° Q-^ cm ' (FIGURE 3.1.a and 
FIGURE 3.2.a). E. at room temperature rises to about 0.6 eV. This indicates a cleaner mid-
gap. Doping is then usually done after the addition of hydrogen. But we are going to 
investigate whether the presence of hydrogen is a must or not, for effective doping by ion 
implantation. 
i) Sample YL19cl prepared by e-beam evaporation was separated into 2 parts. 
One half was posthydrogenated at 400 for 5 minutes (YL19d-H) before doping. 
The two samples were then implanted with P + to a dose concentration of 1. IxlCP cm 
-3 (YL19d-H-P and YL19d-P), where YL19d-H-P is the one with hydrogen added 
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before doping and YL19d-P is the one without hydrogen. Both YL19d-P and 
YL19d-H-P have about the same order of magnitude of CTD-RT (10 ' Q 'crn ') and 
(10-^  0 -'cm see FIGURE 3.3 and Table 3.1. But after annealing, the two 
conductivities of YL19d-H-P are several times higher than that of YL19d-P. The ratio 
-(rp.RT ： (Td,rt of YL19d-H-P is also higher. 
YL19d-P was finally posthydrogenated at 400 ®C for 5 minutes (YL19d-P-H). 
YL19d-P-H has the same composition but different order of hydrogen treatment as 
YL19d-H-P. Approximately the same values of and (Tp,rt as that of YL19d-P-H 
have been measured. The ratio - a，,灯：(^d.rt increased from 16 to 32 (TABLE 3.1). 
This is slightly higher than that of YL19d-H-P ( « 29) - the slight difference may 
be due to the annealing effect during hydrogenation of YL19d-P (see later discussion 
about annealing). 
This result indicates that the order of treatment (hydrogenation and doping) is 
insignificant for doping of evaporated film by ion implantation. 
ii) Two LPCVD samples YSi9d and YSi9a have gone through the same processes 
as in (i) above. But the implanted dose was B and the concentration was 2.5x10® 
cm-3. YSi9d-B (without hydrogenation, B-doped) and YSi9a-H-B (hydrogenated, then 
B-doped) have approximately the same value of <Td，rt (of order lO'^  O 'cm '), FIGURE 
3.4 and TABLE 3.2. YSi9d-B always has a (Tp,rt smaller than that of YSi9a-H-B (one 
order of magnitude at most). 
After hydrogenation for 15 minutes after implantation, YSi9d-B-H has an 
increase in (Tp,rt. The value is approximately the same as that of YSi9a-H-B. The final 
electrical properties of YSi9d-B-H and YSi9a-H-B are then the same (ap.RT ： ffD,RT is 
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too small and fluctuates too much to give any accurate indication). 
From the above results, we may conclude as follows. The presence of H is not a 
necessity for effective doping by ion implantation, but H does reactivate the dopant. This 
agrees with the results of Chik et al. that lightly doped LPCVD a-Si films do not show the 
doping effect. However, the doping effect becomes obvious after hydrogenation of the doped 
films [Chik et al., 1990]. 
From Street's model, we have 
P? ^ P： + D- (3,2) 
Active dopant may be compensated by dangling bonds, to form 3-fold inactive dopant, as in 
EQUATION 3.2. YL19d-P and YSi9d-B have higher dangling bond density. Part of the 
active dopants may be deactivated to become P3。. Hydrogenation of the 2 samples reduces 
their dangling bond density and shifts the equilibrium position of EQUATION 3.2 to the 
right, i.e. reactivating the dopant. Thus, YL19d-P-H and YSi9d-B-H have the same electrical 
properties as YL19d-H-P and YSi9a-H-B respectively. 
3.2 Annealing of the doped films 
Annealing of doped samples at 205 to 275 °C were carried out in vacuum (lO*^  Torr) 
inside the measurement set-up. At each specified temperature, the sample was annealed for 
20 minutes just before measurement. Annealing at 280 to 400 was done in a nitrogen 
environment with the set-up described in Chapter 2 - 2.1.3. In the later case, samples were 
cleaned by acetone and 95% ethanol in order to remove silver paste electrodes, before 
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annealing. The annealing time is also 20 minutes at each specific temperature. 
i) Annealing of the P-doped (1.1x10 ⑷ cm ) evaporated films (YL19d-H-P, 
YL19d-P) can improve by more than one order of magnitude, FIGURE 3.3. o 
p，RT reached a maximum value of 10^ O 'cm after 370 ®C annealing. <Td,rt was 
reduced by about one order of magnitude after 400 ®C annealing. This indicates that 
implantation has introduced into the sample defects, which can be removed thermally. 
Annealing cleans up the defect states, thus reducing the trapping centre for (Tp^ rt and 
reducing the hopping conduction component for (^。，町.From FIGURE 3.6, the ratio 
ap,RT : (rD,RT increases with annealing temperature (except at 370 ®C). This ratio rises 
to 32 after 400 ®C annealing without a sign of saturation. This property is very 
important for photosensitive device. 
E. was less sensitive to annealing. It increases from 0.61 eV to 0.67 eV with 
some fluctuation (TABLE 3.1). A further hydrogenation brings it down by 0.03-0.04 
eV. 
ii) For P-doped sample T07(P16) which has been more effectively doped 
(prepared by Mr. Ho Wai Hung), the doping effect shows a different behaviour upon 
annealing. The dose level is 1x10cm*^ and E. is 0.42 eV at best. The ratio 议，，灯： 
aD,RT stays constantly at 2-3, but (Tp,rt and 灯順 decrease with annealing temperature 
(after 310 annealing) by more than one order of magnitude (FIGURE 3.5, TABLE 
3.5) and E. rises to 0.53 eV. Further hydrogenation on the annealed sample restores 
the doping effect partially. Annealing appears to have introduced irreversible 
structural defects into the sample. 
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iii) For annealing of B-doped (2.5x10"° c m , LPCVD films, ffp,灯 and aD.RT 
increases with annealing temperature. E. decreases from 0.48 to 0.43 eV (opposite 
to the trend observed in P-doped films). This indicates that annealing has improved 
the doping effect of these films by shifting Ep towards the mobility edge, so that 
E. is reduced ,and both <7它，灯 and (TdiRt are raised. 
Damage introduced by the implantation of B + ion in Si is smaller than that of P + 
ions, since the mass of B is smaller. The implantation damage by B + ions is annealed out 
[Galloni et al., 1990]. Thus the electrical properties of B-doped films can be improved by 
annealing. 
P is heavier than B and requires higher implantation energy (TABLE 2.1). Thus ion 
implantation of P is more destructive. For high dose concentration film (T07(P16), 
c m , many defects must have been introduced during implantation. Annealing removes some 
of the defects, but activate others, e.g. the dangling bond - a major trapping centre. Some 
of the dopants are thus deactivated. So,汉卩，灯 and 汉^，灯 decrease while E. increases. Also 
irreversible structural changes should have occurred so that hydrogenation can not recover 
the good electrical properties completely. 
For lightly P-doped films (10功 cm,，smaller number of defect should be introduced 
by implantation. Annealing can then remove most of these defect states. Thus 仅？’灯 increases 
significantly. But structural change still occurred after 400 annealing, so that 
hydrogenation cannot recover the changes of electrical properties. 
3.3 Implantation at different dose levels 
A series of LPCVD samples were doped with boron by implantation (TABLE 3.7 -
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3.8). Hydrogen was added to the samples after doping. From FIGURE 3.16.b, a two level 
system has been revealed. E. is quite constant at temperature higher than about 150 ®C. This 
should be the band conduction region. Ep has been successfully shifted from 0.73 eV 
(intrinsic) to 0.32 eV (3x10^ cm"^) relative to the mobility edge by ion implantation. At 
lower temperature, where band tail conduction and hopping conduction become dominant, 
E. decreases approximately linearly with 1/T. ap,RT and ffD,RT increase by 2 and 6 orders of 
magnitude respectively. This leads to a decrease of the ratio ：^^^，訂 by 4 orders of 
magnitude. The samples have changed from photo-sensitive intrinsic films to photo-
insensitive ones. 
A collection of P-doped evaporated films have been measured (TABLE 3.6). A 
transition temperature at about 150 for change-over of conduction mechanism is also 
observed, FIGURE 3.14.b. E . at high temperature is reduced to 0.4 eV at best by P + 
implantation. (rp.RT stays rather constant at 10 ^  0 ''cm as dose level increases. This is 
because the increase of dopant is accompanied by the increase of structural defects. On the 
contrary, both band conduction and hopping at defect states contribute to aD,RT, so that it 
increases by 4 orders of magnitude (for dose level of 10 '^ cm , . One more point worth 
noting is that at temperature higher than the transition temperature (about 150 ®C), E. of 
lightly doped samples ( < KP c m , starts to decrease unexpectedly (FIGURE 3.14.b). This 
is also observed for other P-doped films (YL19d, FIGURE 3.8.b, 3.9.b). This should be due 
to the thermal relaxation of structural defects at high temperature. Thus conduction by band 
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Figure 3.2.a. Dark conductivity ( (Td ) vs 1000/T for intrinsic CVD a-Si film 
(YSiSa). 
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Figure 3.2.b. Activation energy ( E. ) vs 1000/T for intrinsic CVD a-Si film 
(YSi8a). 
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Figure 3.3. Room temperature conductivity (dark and photo) vs annealing 
temperature for YL19d-P and YL19d-H-P, both are doped with P of concentration 
1.1x10^ cm '. The unconnected data points (at 400 ®C): 0，• represent the ffp，KT 
and aD.RT respectively of YL19d-P-H which was posthydrogenated after ion 
implantation (for comparison with the sample YL19d-H-P). 
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Figure 3.4. Room temperature conductivity (dark and photo) vs annealing 
temperature for YSi9a-B and YSi9d-H-B, both are doped with B of concentration 
2.5x10如 cm '. The unconnected data points (at 400 °C): O， • represent the 灯 奢 ， 町 
and (Td’《t respectively of YSi9d-B-H which was posthydrogenated after doping (for 
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Figure 3.5. Room temperature conductivity (dark and photo) vs annealing 
temperature for T07(P16), doped with P of concentration 8x10® cm ^ The 
unconnected data points (at 400 °C): 0，• represent the (Tp,rt and aD.RT respectively 
of T07(P16) which was further posthydrogenated after 400 annealing. 
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Figure 3.6. The relation between the ratio _ (Tp,rt : aD,RT of different films and the 
annealing temperature after ion implantation. The unconnected data points indicate 
the value of (Xp,町：(TD,RT of the corresponding sample being further hydrogenated 
after ion implantation. 
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Figure 3.7.a. Dark conductivity ( a ^ ) vs 1000/T for YL19d-P. 
Hydrogenation for the full line curve (YL19d-P-H) was done after 400 
annealing. 
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Figure 3 J . h . Activation energy ( E . ) vs 1000/T for Y119d-P. 
Hydrogenation for the full line curve (YL19d-P-H) was done after 400 
annealing. 
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Figure 3.8.a. Dark conductivity ( (Td ) vs 1000/T for YL19d-H-P. 
Hydrogenation for the full line curve was done after 400 annealing. 
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Figure 3.8.b. Activation energy ( E • ) vs 1000/T for YL19d-H-P. 
Hydrogenation for the full line curve was done after 400 °C annealing. 
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Figure 3.9.a. Dark conductivity ( a ^ ) vs 1000/T for YSi9d-B. 
Hydrogenation for the full line curve was done after 400 ®C annealing (YSi9d-B-H). 
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Figure 3.9.b. Activation energy ( E • ) vs 1000/T for YSi9d-B. 
Hydrogenation for the full line curve was done after 400 °C annealing (YSi9d-B-H). 
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Figure 3.10.a. Dark conductivity ( a d ) vs 1000/T for YSi9a-H-B. 
Hydrogenation for the full line curve was done after 400 ®C annealing. 
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Figure 3.10.b. Activation energy ( E . ) vs 1000/T for YSi9a-H-B. 
Hydrogenation for the full line curve was done after 400 °C annealing. 
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Figure 3.11.a. Dark conductivity ( a ^  ) vs 1000/T for T07(P16). 
Hydrogenation for the full line curve was done after 400 annealing. 
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Figure 3.11.b. Activation energy ( E . ) vs 1000/T for T07(P16). 
Hydrogenation for the full line curve was done after 400 annealing. 
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Figure 3.12. Room temperature conductivity (dark and photo) for evaporated 
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Figure 3.13. Room temperature conductivity (dark and photo) for LPCVD 
samples, doped with B by ion implantation. 
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Figure 3.14.a. Dark conductivity ( ( T d ) v s 1000/T for evaporated sample TO series 
doped with P by ion implantation. 
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Figure 3.14.b. Activation energy ( E . ) vs 1000/T for evaporated samples - TO 
series, doped with P by ion implantation. 
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Figure 3.15.a. Dark conductivity ( (Td ) vs 1000/T for LPCVD samples (without 
hydrogenation) doped with B by ion implantation. 
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Figure 3.15.b. Activation energy ( E . ) vs 1000/T for LPCVD samples - YSi 
series (before hydrogenation), doped with B by ion implantation. 
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Figure 3.16.a. Dark conductivity ( (Jd ) vs 1000/T for LPCVD samples - YSi 
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Figure 3.16.b. Activation energy ( E . ) vs 1000/T for LPCVD samples _ YSi 
series doped with B by ion implantation, posthydrogenated after doping. 
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Table 3.1. Annealing of doped ev-a-Si sample without hydrogenation. It was 
posthydrogenated for 5 minutes at 400 after annealing at 400 ®C. 
Annealing T. Hydro- 灯^’町 <^p’rt 
(。C) genation (ircnO (il'cm') E. (eV) (Tp’灯 / 
Time (Td,rt 
(min.) 
205 0 1.60x107 2.35x10-® 0.61 0.15 
245 0 4.32x10-' 3.21x10-® 0.65 0.74 
275 0 2.77x10-® 7.91x10^ 0.64 2.86 
310 0 2.08x108 1.23x10-' 0.63 5.91 
340 0 1.74x108 2.08x10-' 0.64 11.95 
370 0 4.60x10』 2.60x10-' 0.65 5.65 
400 0 1.08x10-8 1.70x10-7 0.67 15.74 
400 5 1.95x10-^  6.29x10-' 0.64 32.26 
Sample : YL19d_2 
Dose : 1.1x10^ cm-^  (Phosphorus) 
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Table 3.2. Annealing of doped ev-a-Si sample posthydrogenated before ion implantation. 
It was further posthydrogenated for 5 minutes at 400 after annealing at 400 
= = = j I I I 
Annealing T. Hydrogen- (Td’rt <^ p,rt 
C O ation Time (Q^ 'cm ') (ITcm-i) E. (eV) (Xp,灯 / 
(min.) <^D.RT 
205 5 8.12x10-' 2.93x10-® 0.62 0.36 
245 5 4.81x10-^  6.82x10"^  0.65 1.42 
275 5 5.79x10-^  1.82x10-' 0.66 3.14 
310 5 4.72xl0-g 4.33x10-7 0.59 9.17 
340 5 4.87x10』 7.30x10-' 0.60 14.99 
370 5 7.87x10-^  8.24x10-^  0.60 10.47 
400 5 1.68x10"^  4.83x10-7 0.66 28.75 
400 10 3.21x10』 1.03x10^ 0.62 32.09 
Sample : YL19d一4 
Dose : l.lxlCy" cm"^  (Phosphorus) 
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Table 3.3, Annealing of doped CVD a-Si sample without hydrogenation. It was 
posthydrogenated for 15 minutes at 400 °C after annealing at 400 ®C. 
Annealing Hydrogena-tion <Td,rt Spin 
T. (。C) Time (min.) (0"丨cm ) (0•丨cm•丨） E. (eV) Density 
(cm-3) 
275 0 9.91x10* 8.30x10-7 0.48 9.7x10'® 
310 0 1.03x10' 9.98x10-7 0.47 7.0x10^ ® 
340 0 1.80x10-' 1.73x10^ 0.45 7.8xl0^« 
^ ^ ^ ^ m m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m m m m m m ^ ^ ^ ^ m m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m m m ^ m m m m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m m m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m M M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H M M U H H ^ M H w h m h m m m m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M M M M V ^ B 
, 3 7 0 0 1.80x1… 2.31x10-^  0.45 7.9x10"^  
400 0 3.07x10-' 3.31x10-" 0.43 9.7x10" 
400 15 2.28x10-5 5.59x10"^  0.45 8.7x10'' 
Sample : YSi9d 
Dose : 2.5x10如 cm-' (Boron) 
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Table 3.4. Annealing of doped CVD a-Si sample posthydrogenated before ion implantation. 
It was further posthydrogenated for 15 minutes at 400 ®C after annealing at 400 
Annealing Hydrogena- <Td,rt Spin Density 
T. (。C) tion Time (JTcm•丨） (H'cm ') E. (eV) (cnr) 
(min.) 
275 15 1.07x105 8.29x10-^  0.47 5.8xlO «^ 
300 15 1.69x10-' 6.10x10-^  0.46 6JxW' 
340 15 1.05x10 5 7.48x10-^  0.47 1.5x10'^  
370 15 2.14xia^ 5.29x10-^  0.44 7.9x10'® 
400 15 2.86x10-' 8.13x10^ 0.43 9.4x10 '^ 
I 400 30 2.08x10-5 6.60x10^ 0.45 1.2x10*' 
Sample : YSi9a 
Dose : 2.5x10如 cm-' (Boron) 
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Table 3.5. Annealing of doped evaporated a-Si sample (prepared by Ho Wai Hong) 
posthydrogenated before ion implantation. It was further posthydrogenated for 15 minutes 
at 400 after annealing at 400。(：. 
^^ ^^ SSSSSS^ BS^ B^SSSSSSSSSSS^ ^^ ^^ SSSSB^ ^^ S^SSS^ ^^ S^SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS^ S^ ^^ ^^ ^^ SSSSSSSSSSS^ ^^ ^^ SSSSSSSJSS^ ^^ S^SSSSSS^ SSS^ ^^ B^SSSSSSSSSSS^ ^^ S^ ^^ ^^ S^ 
Annealing Hydrogena- aD,RT (^？，灯 Spin Density 
T. (。C) tion Time (ITcm 丨） （(Tcm•丨） E. (eV) (cm, 
(min.) 
280 25 2.82x10-' 6.68x10"^  0.42 
300 25 2.58x10-' 6.95xia' 0.44 8.7x10'® 
340 25 1.13x10， 3.81x1 … 0.46 9.0xl0>« 
370 25 3.56x10-^  1.17x10-' 0.50 1.4xl0>' 
400 25 1.13x10* 3.50xl06 0.53 1,6x10'' 
400 35 9.38x10^ 2.19x10' 0,47 1.5x10'' 
I I I I 
Sample : T07(P16) 
Dose : 1x10" cm-3 (Phosphorus) 
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Table 3.6. Doping of evaporated a-Si samples (prepared by Ho Wai Hong) by ion implantation, 
posthydrogenated before doping. 
Dose Anneal. Hydrogen. (Td-rt <^P,RT 
Sample (cm, T. (。C) Time ((T'cm') (n'cm') E, 
(min.) (剛 
T03 (P14) 1x1019 280 30 4 .88x10 ' 5.05x10"^ 0.63 
T06 IXlO® 370 25 1.12x10"^ 4.53x10*® 0.58 
T07(P16) 1x1021 280 25 2.82x10^ 6.68x10-^ 0.42 
T07 1X10= 280 20 l . lTx lO*^ l . lTx lO"^ 0.40 
Sample : TO Ser ies 
Dose : Phosphorus 
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Table 3.7. Doping of CVD a-Si samples (without hydrogenation) by ion implantation. 
Dose (Td，rt <^P.RT Spin 
, 
Sample (cnr) ((Tcm 丨） （0•丨cm]) E. (eV) Density 
(cm, 
YSiSa 0 1.12x10-7 4.9x10^ 0.92 93x10'' 
YSilOa 2.5x10泊 6.11x10"' 8.7x10-' 0.43 6.7x10^ ® 
YSilOb 6xl(F 2.43x10-' 5.9x10-' 0.32 4.4x10 '^ 
YSilOc l.OxlCF 6.53x103 2.3x10-^  0.29 9.2xW 
YSilla 3xl(F 2.42x10-3 9.8x10-5 0.30 1.8x10" 
YSillb 5.5x1021 1.19x10-2 2.7x10-^  0.26 1.6x10'' 
YSillc l.OxKP 6.20x103 1.9x10-^  0.29 1.3x10'' 
YSilld 3xl(P 4.11x10-2 6.9x10^ 0.23 1.6x10'' 
Remark : YSiSa is intrinsic (used for reference). 
Dose : Boron 
. . . 
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Table 3.8. Doping of CVD a-Si samples (posthydrogenated at 400 for 40 minutes after 
doping). 
Dose (Td,rt <^P.RT Spin 
Sample (cm, (Q-^ cm') (ircm) E. (eV) Density 
(cm-3) 
YSiSa 0 1.46x109 5.27x10-^  0.73 3.7x10'" 
YSilOa 2.5xl(r 3.77x10-' 0.44 3.5x10'® 
YSilOb 6x10^ 1.97x104 1.42x10-' 0.39 4.9x10 
YSilOc 1.0x1021 1.93x104 1.26x1 … 0.40 5.2xl0'« 
YSillc l.OxKF 3.92x104 1.33x10.5 0.34 
YSilld 3xl(P 1.38x10-3 2.59x10^ 0.32 SAxW 
Remark : YSiSa is intrinsic (posthydrogenated) 
Dose : Boron 
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Chapter 4 - Conclusions 
Doping by ion implantation is inherently a destructive process. But it is less severe 
for boron doping, as boron is a lighter atom. Annealing is found to be useful in improving 
the doping efficiency of B + implanted LPCVD films. Both ffp，灯 and o'd.rt are increased by 
annealing and E. is lowered to 0.32 eV at best for implanted boron doping. Annealing is 
also helpful in improving the photo-sensitivity of lightly P-doped e-beam evaporated films. 
<^P,RT:<^D，RT is raised to 32 and it is not yet saturated. However, the doping efficiency for 
phosphorus is found to deteriorate by annealing for high dose. 
Hydrogenation is found to take the role of dangling bond passivation. It can also 
reactivate the dopants inhibited by dangling bonds according to Street's Model. So, the 
doping effect of ion implantation on our evaporated and CVD films is unaffected whether 
hydrogen is added before or after ion-implantation. 
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Program listings for the temperature control and data aquisition system are put into 
this appendix. 
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I J e t i n n H n o Ramplniti«l(SetPointT,R«mpRate,3000); 
L I S I i n g V j n e wNle (RampFlag>=true) do 
begin 
( • Th« is the main control program of the measurement system • ) ControlTemperature(SetPointT,SetPointT,fal8e,KStrina, 
(• Other 6 units are alto listed and 6 assembly programs are • ) AveraaeT_mV.DiffT_mV,Counter); 
(* listed at the end. * ) DisplayCheckReadCKStri^); 
if RampRate < = 0 then 
{$A-,N + ) (program in byte alionment} begin 
if CelsiusT > FinalT then 
Program heatJV; SetPointT: = SetPointT + RampRate 
else 
uses begin 
CRT,DOS,indata,PIDTable,PID.Formulae,Wind20, SetPointT: = Fin«IT; 
Display; RampFlag: => false; 
var end; 
l,J: integer; end 
Today: DateTime; else 
DayOfWaek: word; begin 
if CelsiusT < RrwIT then 
Procedure AuxInitCPort.Params: word); SetPointT: = SetPointT + RampRate 
inline( else 
$68/ ( POP AX ；Pop parameters } begin 
$6A/ { POP DX ；Pop port number } SetPointT: = FinalT; 
$B4/$00/ { MOV AH.O ；Code for initialize) RampFlao:= false: 
$CD/$14); { INT 14H ；Call BIOS ) StepFlao:= true; 
end; 
(• Main • ) end; 
BEGIN end; 
Auxlnit(0,$F3); end; 
Auxlnit(1,$F3); If StepRag = true then 
K617lnit; begin 
K617REN; K617Send('R0X'); 
K617SendJ'Y'#13'XZ1 X')； lnpiJtPIDParam(PIDParam,2); 
K617Send('F1 XC1XT6XR1XK0XQ7XZ1XR0X')； repeat 
ControlTemperature(SetPointT,SetPointT,f«l8e,KStrino. 
SeiectWindowd); Aver«oeT_mV,DiffT_mV,Coi»iter); 
writelnClnput the data file name : ')； DisplayCheckRead(KString); 
re«clln(DataFileN wne); until StepRag = false; 
AssiontOutF.DataFileName); end; 
rewrite(OutF)： until (StopFtag=true) or ((RampRag=false) and (StepRag=fatee)); 
SoundTrace: = 100; ExitRoutine; 
SetT Tablo('Cu_Con.t«b'); END. 
i™t8i53(«000)； End of Listing One 
CheckBreak : = false; 
lnputFilmParam(S«mpleName.G8pLength.VVidth.Thickne88,4); LlStinQ TWO 
Today do 卜 丁时，unit is for interfacing wi th different instruments • ) 
TD. te (Ye. r .Month .D.y .D.yOfWeelc ) ; 丨* IEEE. RS232 and digit I/O interface. 
writdnJOutF.' M B / D a t e : ',Day:2,'/',Month:2,7',Year:2); 
end： {«A、N + 1 
writ.ln(OutF); unit I n D f : 
writeln(OutF,'eap length = ',G«pLength:4:2); 
writeln(OutF,'oap width = ',Width:4:2); interface 
writeln(OutF,'film thickness = ',Thtckne88:5:0); 
writeln(OutF)： 
InputSetting 讯•nge,R,SourceDCV,6): ^crt.dos; 
丨二二COXROX'); ！^二,: «trinoiei； 
Thurlby 1: stnnaldl; 
. … ‘ Thurlby2: stringldl； 
l^ampl^lao = true then KSt.tu.Word.K617D.t. ,Cmd: .tring; 
begin 
TFIao:= DataFlag： D«taFlag:= false; . _ . 
lnputPIDP».m(PIDP«»n,2); KStr.no.D..p^r,no： «nno; 
“ KValue: double; repMt 
ControlTemper«ture(SetPointT.SetPointT,false,KStrino, j^ ® 1 
AveraoeT_mV,DiffT_mV,Counter); Log_e_10: double; 
Di«playCheckRe«d(KStrino); ‘ . • 。 ， 
until (CelsiusT > SetPointT-0.5) and (CelsiusT < SetPointT+ 0.5); f抓t丨on lnByte(prompt: string丨：byte; 
for | - = 1 to 4000 do function InDoublePrecisionlprompt: string): double; 
. _ function lnString(pronipt: string): string; 
Comro.T.mpar.ture»SetPointT.SetPointT,f.l8e.KStrinfl. function Scientific(Number: double; f ioure: in fg«) : .tring： 
Av.r .eeT mV.DiffT mV.Count.r); procedure C.rdln.t(ControlCoda: word)： 
_ ( keep about 20 min. } Procedure Re«l_A(R.nfleF.ctor: integer); 
Di«pl.yCheckRe.d(KStrino)： procedure Seriallnl; 
end. Procedure TwoSerial; 
D t : F I « o : = TFI«o- P 二 二 二 
Kei7Send('Z0XC1XR1X'); proc^ure K8 7RE^ 
del«v(5000)- procedure Kei7Send(Cmd: string); 
Ke i7S.ndr i lXR0XC0X ' )； procedure K 6 1 7 R e ^ ( v y K617D«t.: .tring); 
lnit i . l izeSfdyToR.mp(Cel«iu.T,PIDP.r.m.ST,1); Re«IKe.thtey v.r KStnno： t n n o : 
var KValue: double; 
Program Listing /...I 
v«r Keode: byte); Exponent: = truncfTempResult); 
Mantissa: = Exp((TempResult - Exponent)*Log_e_10); 
procedure Set617Ranoe(Step: integer); 
procedure Checks 17Ranoe(CheckStr: string); V : = Exponent; 
Count: = 0 ; 
( • • • • . ) while V > 1 do 
implementation 
count: = count + 1 ； 
{$F + ) V : = V d i v 1 0 ; 
($L Read_A} •nd: 
procedure Read_A(RanoeFactor: integer); external; Str(Ab8(Exponent):count,S_Exponent); 
($L S E R J N I ) _ Str(Ab«(M«nti88«):fioure + 2:figure,S_Mantis8a); 
ProceduTe Serial lnl ； external; 'f Number > = 0 then 
( $ L T w o S e r ) 
Procedure TwoSerial; external; Exponent > = 0 then 
($L K617IEEE) Scientific: = ConeatC + ' ,S_m«nti88a/E + ',S_Exponent) 
procedure K617 ln i t ; external; 
procedure K617REN; external; Scientific: = ConcatC + ',S_m«nti88«/E-',S_Exponent); 
procedure K617Send(Cmcl: string); external; end 
procedure K617Read(v«r K617Data: strina)； external; else 
if Exponent > = 0 then 
Scientific: = Conc«t('- ' ,S_m«iti88a,'E + ',S_Exponent) 
funct ion lnByte(prompt: strino)： byte; 
var Scientific: = Conc«t('- ' ,S_m«ntlw«,'E-',S_Exponent); 
templnteger: integer; and; (End of Scientific} 
Goodlnput: boolean; 
SaveX,S«veY: byte; Procedure Cardinit(ControlCode: word) ; 
begin b««in 
repe欲 po r t ($303 ] := ControlCode; { initiate 8 2 6 6 card to specific mode) 
SaveX:= WhereX; SaveY:= WhereY; { of operation, (usually port A and ) 
write(Prompt); { port B both in mode 1). according } 
{$!-} rMdln(templnteger); { t o ControlCode } 
($1 + ) 
G o o d l n p u t : - ( IORe8u l t = 0 ) and ( t e m p l n t e g e r > = 0 ) and por t |$3031:= $0 f ; { set device in port A (KeitWey) I n } 
(templnteoer< =266); ( 細 mode ) 
If not(Goodlnput) then end; {End of Cwdlni t ) 
begin 
GotoXYISaveX.SaveY); procedure Re«dKeitNey(v«r KString： • t r ing; 
CirEol v«r KValue: double; 
end; var Kcode: byte); {Kcode = 1 : underrange ) 
until Goodlnput: {Setting should be changed} 
InByte: templnteger; cofwt ErrorMax = 3; 
end; {End of InByte) v * CheckChw: char; 
DataStrino,TempStrino： string; 
fimction lnStrino(prompt: strine)： Strino； ErrorCount.lOCode: integer; 
var Inputs： string; begin 
begin CheckChar: ‘ ； 
Inputs: = "； ErrorCount: = 0 ; 
repeat repeat (read and check for normal reading) 
write(prompt + ': '); K817Re«d|K617Dat8); 
readln(lnputS); CheckChw: - K617D«t«[11; 
until Inputs < > "； if CheckChar » ' 0 ' then 
lnStr ino:= InputS; begin 
end; (End of InString) K617SendrR0X' ) ; 
ErrorCount: = ErrorCount + 1; 
function InDoublePrecisioiMprompt: string): double; if ErrorCount > ErrorMax then 
var begin 
tempDouble: double; Kei7SendrC1X')； 
Goodlnput: boolean; ®nd; 
S«veX,SaveY: byte; end; 
begin until (CheckChar ='N') or (ErrorCount > ErrorMax); 
repeat 
SaveX: = WhereX; SaveY: = WhereY; TempString: = Copy(K617D««,6 ,12) ; 
write(Prompt); VaKTempSUing, KValue. lOCode); 
($1-) readln(tempDouble)： if KValue < 0 .01 then 
{$! + ) K C o d e : = 1 
Goodlnput:= <IORe8ult = 0 | else 
If not(Goodlnput) then KCode : = 0 ; 
begin KStrino: = K617D«t«; 
GotoXY(SaveX,SaveY); end; {End of ReadKeithley) 
CIrEol 
end; procedure Set617R«noe(Step: intefler)： 
until Goodlnput; v«r RangeStr: string; 
InDoublePrecision: = tempDouble; ICeiFunc: Char; 
end; (End of InDoublePrecision} RangeNum, lOCode: integer; 
begin 
function Scientific(Number: doubfe; figureiinteger): •tring： K617Send('R12X')； 
var repeat 
TempRMult,M«ntis8«: double; K617Send('U0X')； 
Exponent: integer; Kei7Re«d(KSt . tu .Word) ; 
count.V: integer： until Po.( '617' ,KSt. tu8Word) = 1; 
S_Exponent,S_Mantiua: string; RangeStr: = CopyJKStatu8Word,B.2); 
begin “ VaKRangeStr, RangeNum, lOCode); 
T e m p R M i d t : - ln(AlM(Number)) /Loa_e_10： R«no«Num:= RangeNum + Step; 
、 Program Listing /...2 
if (RangeNum < • I D a n d (RangeNum > = 1) then END. 




end; {End of SetSWRanoe) U S t i P i g F O U T 
procedure Checks 17Range(CheckStr: string)： This unit contwnt the routines and constants 普） 
var M«nt i«a: string; (• for p|D control • ) 
Ke 17Value: double; 
K 6 1 7 C o d e : b y f ; ($A-.N + } , 
TempVdue: single; ^^^ piD; 
MOCode: integer; ‘ 




DecimalPos:= Pos('.',Mantissa); . type 
FoH: = 3 to DecimalPos do PiD.Coeff.Error - record 
TompValue: = TempValue / 10.0; ' A . O . ^ I .A_2: double： 
if TempValue > 1.4 then Error O.Error 1 .Error 2: double; 
Set617Range(1) { t o increase the scale ) PrevioutT: double： _ 
else end; 
if TempValue < 0.14 then PiDSheet = record 
SetSI TRangeM); { t o decrease the scale ) PG, j jT, ST: double： 
end; {End of Check817Ranae) end; {of record) 
v«r 
{ Initialization ) Num_Of_DVM: byte; 
BEGIN Aver^eT_mV,DiffT_mV: double; 
Loo_e_10:= InllO); InitialT, FsTmIT, RampRate: double; 
KString:="； InstantTI ,lnstantT2: double; 
C«rdlni t<$B6丨：{10110110) {to initialize the 8256 card and start PIDv«iu.1.Cel«iusT1.StPointT1: double; 
port A . n d B in mode 1) PiDoutI: word： 
END. PIDv«iue2,Cel8iu8T2,SetPointT2: double; 
End of Listing Two piDout2： word； 
PIDvaluezdouble; 
DiffT.CeMusT.SetPointT: double; 
, . . PIDout: word; 
L i s t i n g I n r e e UpperUXowerlT: integer; 
L.M,N : double： 
{• this unit is to build the temperature table • ) PIDParam: PiDSheet; 
(• for the thermocouple of COPPER-CONST ANT AN and also • ) Coeff_Error_Set: arravI0..1,1..21 of PID_Coeff_Error; 
(• the table for the resistor box 蚕> Counter: byte: 
{$A-.N + } {$L init8253) 
procedure Init8263( frequency: word ); 
unit RDTable; 
{$L setheat) 
interface procedure SetHeat( He«t_1_On, heat_2_0n: word ); 
comt procedure TransToDegC ThermocoupleVolt: double; 
Resistance : arrayI4..101 of TJnOeo： double： 
string = d .006E + 4 ' , '9.97E + 4' , var THiohJLow: integer)； 
'1.062E + 6'. ' 1 .035E+7 ' , 
'9.73E + 7' , '9.99E + 8', procedure lnitiaiizeSteadyToRannp(NowTemp.Periocl: double; 
'9.87E + 9')： DevicelD: byte); 
var 
T_T«ble: array 卜190..3001 of double： procedure lnitializeRampToSteady(Period: double; DevicelD: byte); 
procedure SetT_Table(TableFile: string” procedure C«IPIDCoeff(PIDPar«m: PiDSheet; DovicelD: byte); 
implementation procedure CalPIDOutput (var PIDFunction: double; 
var PIDword: word; 
procedure SetT_T«ble; NowT.SetT: double; 
var Delt«_T_per_Period: double; 
M,N: integer; RampConUolRao： boolwn: 
T_T«bleFile: text; DevicelD: byte); 
begin 
AssignH* TableFile. TableFile); procedure ControlTemperaturelSetPointT 1 ,SetPointT2: double; 
reMt(T_fableFjle); R«mpSt«tu8： boolean; 
repeat — var KString: string; 
read(T_T«bleFile, N)： v«r Aver«geT_mV.DiffT_mV: double; 
for 0 downto -9 do var Counter: byte)： 
read(T_TableFile. T_T«blelN*10 + Ml); 
readlnrf TableFile); ( ) 
until Eofrr_T«bleFile) or (N> =0) ; implementation 
repeat 
re«drr_T«bleFile, N); type 
for M: = 0 to 9 do Mode - (Ramp. Step); 
readrr_TableFile, T_TablelN•10 + Ml)： 
readln(T_TableFile); ( To Initiate the Counter2 of 8253 for periodic strobing ) 
until Eof(f_TableFile) or (N> =29) ; { on heater where frequency related to the time p e r i o d . ) 
cloM(T_TableFile); 
and; procedure Init8253( frequency: word ); extern«i; 
、 Program Listing /...3 
{ To set the duration of heater on within the time period } begin 
{ provided by Countar2. } A_2 : - PG • V; A_1 : = -<PG • (1 + 2*V» ; 
A_0 : = PG • (1 +Q + V)： 
procedure S«tHeat( He«t_1_0n,heat_2_0n: word ); external; end: 
wi th Coeff_Error_Set(Ord(Ramp),DevicelDl do 
procedure lniti«li2eSteadyToR«mp(NowTemp,Period: double; begin 
DavieelD: byte)： : = PG/ST; A_2 : = PG_1 • V; 
{ To initialize variables used in Ramp mode } A_1 : = -(PG_1 • (1 + 2*V)); 
begin A_0 : = P G J • (1+Q + V)； 
withCoeff_Error_Set|Ord(Ramp),DevicelD) do «nd: 
begin “ “ 
PreviousT: = NowTemp; ( End of CalPIDCoeff } 
Error_0: = Coeff_Error_SetlOrcl(Step),DevicelDl.Error_0*Period: 
ErrorJ : = CoefflError~Set[Ord(Step),DevicelD].Error_1 •Period; { To Calculate the PID function output. } 
Error二2: = Coeff_Error_SetlOrd(Step),DevicelDl.Error_2*Period; 
- — - procedure CalPIDOutput (var PIDFunction: double; 
end; { End of InitializeSteadyToRamp } 
PIDword: word; 
procedure InitializeRampToSteadytPeriod: double： DevicolD: byte); NowT.SetT: doLd>le; 
{ To initialize variables used in Steady mode ) Delt«_T_per_Period: double; 
I j ^ i n RampControlFlag: boolean; 
wi th Coeff_Error_Set(Ord(Step).DevicelDl do DevicelD: byte); 
begin “ 
Error_0: = Coeff_Error_Set(Ord{Ramp),DevicelDl.Error_0/Period; Control: Mode; 
ErrorJ : = Coeff_Error_Set|Ord(Ramp),DevicelDl.Error_1/Period; begin 
Error~2: = Coeff~Error_Set[Ord(Ramp),DevicelDl.Error_2/Period; Control: = Step; 
•nj j : • _ • Step_ErrorJnlt(Coeff_Error_Set(Ord(Step),DevicelDl, 
end; i End of lnitializeR8mpToSte«dy } NowT, SetxT; 
wi th Coeff_Error_SetIOrd(Control),DevicelDl do 
procedure R«mp_ErrorJnit i v n RampRec: PID_Coeff_Error; begin 
f _n , Delta_T: double); L : = A_0 • Error_0; M : = A_1 • Error_l; 
{T_n : instant temperature ) N A_2 • Error_2; 
{ Delta_T : the change of temperature } PID Function: = RDFunction + L + M + N; 
{ - per sampling time in Ramp mode ) if WDFunction < 0 then 
bogin PIDFunction: = 0 
with RampRec do 
begin if PIDFunction > 65636 then 
Error_2:= Error_1; ErrorJ : = Error_0; PIDFunction: = 66635; 
Error'o： = PreviousT • T_n + Delta_T; PIDword: = trunc(PIDFunction); 
PreviouBT:= T_n; "‘*'； 
end; end; { End of CalPIDOutput) 
end; 
procedure ControlTemper«ture(SetPointT 1 ,SetPointT2: double: 
procedure Step_ErrorJnit (var StepRec: PID_Coeff_Error,- T_n, T_0: double)： RampStatus: boolean; 
begin “ var KString: string; 
wi th StepRec do var AveraaeT_mV,DiffT_mV: double; 
begin var Counter: byte); 
Errof_2: = ErrorJ ； Er rorJ : = Error_0; var 
Error:。: = T_0 -~T_n; HalfDT_mV: double; 
一 — lOCodel ,IOcode2: integer: 
end; UppwlT.LowerlT,Upper2T,Lower2T: inteoer; 
begin 
{ To transform the thermocouple reading to the corresponding ) repeat 
{ temperature value in degree Celsius. ) if Num_Of_DVM = 1 then 
begin 
procedure Tr«nsToOeo( ThermocoupleVolt: double; Seriallnl; Thurlby2: = '0.0 ' ; 
var TJnDeg: double; end 
var THigh.TLow: integer); else 
var TwoSerial; 
Index: inteoer; v«l(Thurlby1 .AverageT mV, lOCodel); 
begin val(Thurlby2.DiffT_mV. IOCode2); 
THioh: = 330; TLow: = -180; {set upper and lower limit of T) until (lOCodel =0) and (IOCode2=0); 
repeat 
Index: = truncKTHigh + TLowv)/2); H«lfDT_mV: - DiffT_mV / 2; 
if ThermocoupleVolt < T_T8blellndex) then ln8t«ntT1:= AverageT_mV + HalfDT_mV; 
THigh: = Index lr»tantT2: = AveraoeTjnV • H«lfDT_mV; 
else TLow: = Index; TransToDegOnetantTI .CelsiusTI.Upper 1 T.LowerIT); 
until (THigh - TLow) < = 1; Trar»ToD«8(lnstantT2.Celsiu8T2,Upper2T,Lower2T); 
T jnDeg: = TLow + {(ThermocoupleVolt - T_TableITLowl) / CelsiusT: = (CelsiusTI + Cel9iu8T2) /2; 
- (T TabtelTHigh] - T_Table[TLow]) ); D i f f r := (CelsiusTI - Cel8iu8T2) /2; 
end： - C«IPID0utput(PIDv«lue1 ,PIDout1 .CelsiusTI .SetPointTI, 
RampRate.RampStctus. 1); 
{ To input the Parameters and calculate the coefficients } C«IPIDOutput(PIDv«lue2.PIDout2.Cel8iu8T2.SetPointT2, 
{ in the PID control function. ) R«mpR«to,R«mpStatU8,2); 
SetHeat(PIDout1 ,PIDout2J; 
procedure CalPIDCoeff(PIDParam: PIDSheet; DevicelD: byte); Counter: = Counter + 1 ； 
var While Counter > = 3 do 
Q.V : double; begin 
PG_1: double; { th is is the modified Proportional for Ramp ) ReadKeithley(KString,KValue,KCode); 
begin Counter: =0： 
with PIDP«r«m do end; 
begin end; 
V : = D T / S T ; Q : = S T / I T ; 
wi th Co«ff_Error_Setiord(Step),DevieelD] do { • Initialization of unit • } 
、 Program Listing /...4 
b ^ j n CRT,DOS,Gr«ph,StdHdr.SeQr8ph,WorldDr, 
wi th PIDParam do ind«t«,PIDT«ble,PID,Formul«e,Wind20; 
begin 
PG:= 3000; IT:= 160; DT:= 1; ST:= 0.33; const 
•Pjj. TT_Title = 'Temperature v，Time'; 
PIDvalue:- 1;PIDout:= 1; CT_Titto = 'Conductivity v« 1/T'; 
lnit i«IT:=0: Fin«IT:=0： R«mpRate:=0： AT_Title = 'Activation E. v . 1/T'; 
SetPointT: = 0; Counter: = 3; Temp_Lab«l = 'Temperature (Deg. C)'; 
Coeff_Error_Set(0,1 l.Error_0: = 0; Time_Label = T ime Isec.)'; 
CoefflError"setI0,21.Errorl0: = 0; Cond_Label = 'Log Con/(ohm^cm)'; 
Coeff~ErrorIset(0,1 l.Error_1: = 0; E^_L_bel = ' E a ( « V ) ' ; 
Coaff~Error~SattO,2I.Error 1 := 0; lnvT_Label = ' 1 0 0 0 / T VKY： 
Coef f>ror Iset l1 .1 l .Er ror l0 := 0： RangeStr: .rrayl0..2I of string - ('0.1 V ' / l V ' / I O V ) ; 
Coeff lErrorlset l l .21.ErrorIo： = 0： S«npleNum: byte = 5; 
Coeff_Error_Set|1,1 l.Error_1: = 0; tVP® 
CoefflError_Set(1,2|.Error 1 := 0; ShortStr = •tringI201; 
Numjof D\}m：' 1; DataRecord = record 
_ _ TemperatureInC: double; 
End of Listing Four ？^^：^："'-^ 
Temparaturelnveree: double; 
Conductivity: double: 
L i c t i n a F i v e LogConductivity: double; 
L I S i m y r i v e ActivationEnergy: double; 
end; 
{$A-.N + ) StorageRecord = «rray(0..120] of DataRecord; 
unit Formulae; y供 
NumberOfData: integer; 
(普蜃鲁蜃蚕番普普《番《醫蚕蜃《番鲁鲁蜃普} SampteName: string; 
SedOO.DayofWeek: word; 
interface KelvinTamperature: double： 
IOCode,l,J: inteoer; 
u®®« OutF, CheckVoltaoe: text; 
crt idM: DataFileName: string； 
ThurlbyNutn.ReadingA: single; 
{ k : Boltzmann's Constant in (J/K) } MaxWindX.MaxWindY: byte; 
{ e : electron charoe in (Coulomb) } 6apLenoth,Width,TNcknes8,SourceDCV.ShuntResistor,Voltage_R: double; 
const 
k: double = 1.3807E-23; DataFI«Q,GraphR«o,RampFlag, StepFlag, StopRag: boolean; 
e: double - 1 .e02E-19; KString: strino： 
vw K_Flao： byte： 
Ea_Con8t.nt: double; TFlag: boolean： 
function C«»cu««te_Ea(lnv_T1 ,LogCon_1 ,lnv_T2,LogCon_2: double): double; Sl^^^SHl^e^io^iSl': 
StartTime, RnishTime: double： 
{ *” 
ResponseChar: char; 
implementation StartTlndex, EndTlnctex, StepTlnterval.NextTlndex: integer; 
lnvSlndex,lnvEindex,MaxLC,MinLC: double; 
function Calculate_Ea(lnv_T1 .LooCon_1 ,lnv_T2,LoaCon_2: double): double; 汽明谢.gtoraoeRecord; 
( T o calculate the activation energy at th . t temperature, ) x Current: arrayil ..101 of double: 
{ by finding the slope between 2 consecutive points f i rst . ) — 
( E« = -(Slope • 1000 * k * Ln(10) / e) (in eV) } Title: string： 
R«ng«,R: byte; 
slope: double： Flag.CH: char; 
TampVP: ViewPortType; 
Slope: = (LogCon_2 - LogConJ) I (lnv_T2 - lnv_T1); vP: arrayd ..31 of ViewPortType; 
C«lcuUte_E«:= (Slope • E«_Con8tant); SetPTCoor,DeoC_Coor,PowerCoor: arrayd..2] of byte; 
ThurlbyCoor.KeithleyCoor: array|1..21 of byte; 
SoundTrace: byte: 
{…… ***••} 
{ Initialization ) Procedure ExitRoutine; 
(瞀《營普普醫•番番鲁•瞥蚕普普普番普普》 } procedure lnputFilmParam(v«r SampleName: string; 
var Leng.Wid,Thick: double; 
WinNum: byte); 
E«_Const«nt:= -(1000 蜃 k 蚕 LnnO> I e); procedure InputSetting (var KeitNeySettino.RssistBoxSet: byte; 
end. var DCV: double: 
End of Listing Five w.nNum： byte)： 
procodure InputRampParamCvar InitT, FinT, RampRt.SetPointT: double; 
WinNum: byte); 
. • procedure lnputStepT(v«r StepTrdouble： WinNum: byte); 
L i s t i n g S i x procedure lnputPIDP«am(v«r PIDParam: PIDSheet; WinNum: byte); 
procedure InputMode; 
{* The unit is for window handting and graphic manipulation • ) procedure InputTamperatureCvar StarlT.Fin«IT,StopT,M«xV.StepV: double; 
WinNum: byt« ); 
($A-,N + ) (program in byte atignment) procedure CalcuUtePlot (T_C.SoufceDCV: double; var X_R_Strina： ShortStr; 
{$M 66600 0,666360} var InversaT.Conduct.LoflCond: double ); 
procedure lnit_xvGr«ph(XX1 .YY1 .XX2,YY2,TicX.TicY: double; 
unit Display; LabelX.LabelY.TitleStr: string； 
Grid Flag: boolean; Win: integer); 
interface 
procedure Plot_xtGr«ph{YY, period: double： v«r TT: word); 
procedure DitplayCheckRead(DispString： String); 
、 Program Listing /...5 
proesdure RamplnitiaKvar T: double; Rate: double; cycle: integer); until Choice = 0; 
Cl08eWitxl0w(6|： 
(I番普普番鲁番番蜃蜃•备•«»»»<»«»«》 end; {End of InputFilmParam) 
implementation procedure InputSetting (v«r KeitNeySetting.ResistBoxSet: byte; 
var DCV: double： 
var Timelndex: word： WinNum: byte); 
MaxCond.MinCond: double; 
MaxEa,MinEa: double： const 
MaxInvT.MinlnvT: double; me88aoe2 = 'Shunt Resistor'; 
GridRaa： boolean; messages = 'Supply DC voltage'; 
var 
Procedure ExitRoutine; Choice: byte; 
begin 
clo8e(OutF); begin 
DeleteWindow(7); K617SendrC1XR1 XZOX'); 





CheekBre«k:= true; writelnClnput Setting :'); 
SetHeatd. l ) ; writelnC 2) ',m«8«Qe2); 
K617SendrFOC1VOOOX'); write丨nr 3) '.m«88«oe3); 
Holt; writelnC 0) to exit'); 
end; ‘ Choice: = InByteC = = > '); 
Cave Choice of 
procedure lnputFilmParam(var SampleName: strino； 2 : ShuntResirtor: = lnDoublePreci8ion(me»8aae2 + ' = ' ) ; 
var Leno.Wid.Thick: double： 3 : begin 
WinNum: byte); K617Send('D100X')： 
DCV:= lnOoublePreci«on(me9sage3 + ‘ = ' ) ; 
const StrJDCV:6:2,Cmd)： 
messagel = 'gap length'; mess«ge2 = 'gap width'; Kei7Send(Conc«t('V',Cmd/X01X'H； 
messages = 'film thickness': messaae4 = 'Sample'; «nd: 
var 
Choice: byte; until Choice = 0; 
CloseWindow(6); 
begin SelectWindow (WinNum); 
OpenWindow(6); TextColor(7)： 
repeat CIrScr; 
SelectWindow(6); writeln(m«ssaoe2,' = ',Scientific(ShuntRMistor,2)); 
TextColor(7); writeln(me8S«Qe3/ = ',DCV:6:2); 
CirScr; K617SendrD0XZ1XR0XC0X'); 
writelnCSetting film parameter :'); 
writelnC 1) '.messageD; end; (End of InputSettino) 
writelnC 2) ',messaae2); 
writelnC 3) '.messageS); 
writelnC 4) '.messageA); procedure InputRampParam(var InitT, FinT, RampRt,SetPointT: double; 
writelnC 0) to exit'); WinNum: byte); 
writein; const 
Choice: = InByteC = > 'J; me««ge1 = 'Starting Temp.'; 
writein; me8s«oe2 = .Final Temp.'; 
Case Choice of messages = 'RAMP rate '#248'C/min.'; 
1 : Leng: = InOoublePrecision(message 1 + ' = • ) : mewageA = 'To collect data ?'; 
2 : Wid: = lnDoublePrecision(me88aoe2 + ' = ')； mawageB = 'Set Point (•#248'C)'; 
3 : Thick: = lnOoublePrecision(mes8aoe3 + ‘ = ')； var 
4 : SampleName: = lnString(me8saoe4 + ' : '); Choice: byte; 
end; 
SeiectWindowCWinNum)： begin 
TextColor(7); RampRt: = (R«mpRt/0.33)*e0; (restore the rate in minute) 
CIrScr; OpenWindow(6); 
writein; 『《P« 拟 
write('Thurlby(mV):T =')； SelectWindow (6); 
ThurlbyCoorll I： = WhereX; ThurlbyCoor(21： = WhereY; TextColor(7); 
writetn： CIrScr; 
writenCeithtey('*234'|:X = ' ) ; writeJnCSettina RAMP parameters :')； 
KeitNeyCoor(1|:» WhereX; KeithleyCoor(21： = WhereY; writelnr 1) '.messageD; 
writein; writelnC 2) ',mMsaoe2): 
writein： writelnC 3) '.messageS)； 
yyriteln; writelnC 4) ',m«SMoa4》： 
writer Power '#37' :')； writelnC 6) '.messageB); 
PowerCoor{1|:= WhereX; PowerCoorl2I： = WhercY; writelnC 0) to exit')； 
writein; vvritain; 
writer Instant T ('#248'C) :'); Choice: = InByter = = > ')； 
DegC_CoorI1):= WhereX; DegC_Coor[21： = WhereY; writein; 
writein; 
wr i ter Set Point T ('#248'C) :')； Cat® Choice of 
SetPTCoor|11:= WhereX; SetPTCoorI21： = WhereY; 1 : begin 
writein; InitT: = InDoublePrecisionlmessagel +'=')； 
writelnlmessaael/ = ',Leng:4:2); StartTlndex: = trunc(lnitT); 
writeln(mem«ge2,' = '.Wid:4:2); NextTlndex: = StartTlndex; 
writeln(messaoe3/ = ',Thick:4:0); lnvSlndex:= 1000/«St«rtTlndex + 273.16) 
writ«(m«maoe4/ : '.SampleName); end; 
、 Program Listing /...6 
2 ： begin writelnC 6) '.messageB); 
F i n T : ° lnDoublePreci8ion(messaoe2 + ' = '); writelnC 6) ',me88«ge6); 
EndTlndex:^ trunc(FinT); writelnC 0) to exit ' ) ; 
l nvE lnd«( := 1000/(EndTlnclex + 273 .15) ; wri tein; 
end； Choice: = InByteC = = > ' ) ; 
3 : RampRt: = lnDoublePreciston(messaoe3 + ' = ')； wri tein; 
4 ： begin Case Choice of 
write(message4,' (Y/N) '); 1 : PG:= InDoublePreciaionlmessagel + ' = ' ) ； 
re«dln(Respon8eChar); 2 : I T := lnDoublePreci8ion(me88aoe2 + ' = ' ) ; 
if (ResponseChar = ' Y ' ) or (ResponseChar = ' v ' ) then 3 : D T : = InDouWePrecisionimessaoeS + ‘ = ' ) ; 
DataFlao： ° True 4 : MaxT: = lnDoublePreci8ion(me88aQe4 + ‘ = ' )； 
else B : M i n T : = lnOoirt)l«Preci«ion«me8»age6 + ' = ' ) ; 
DataRag:= F^se; 6 : FinishTime: = InDoublePrecimonCmessaoee + ' = ' ) ； 
end; 
6 : SetPointT:= lnDoublePrecision(messaae6 + ' = ')； SelectWindow(WinNum); 
end; TextColor(7); 
SelectWindowtWinNum); CIrScr; 
TextColor(7); writelnC PG = '.PG:B:0,' IT = MT:4 :2 , ' DT = ' .DT:4:2) ; 
CirScr; ‘ writelnCSampla Period = ' , S T : B : 2 , V , ' / / / ' , 
wr i te ln(" :10, 'RAMP':10)： ‘ End Time = ',Fini8hTime:6:1.'s')： 
writelnC Initial T = ' , l n i t T : 6 : 1 ' # 2 4 8 ' C ' . ' ' :6 , w r i t e r Max T. = ' ,MaxT :B :2 .#248 'C ' / M i n T . = ' ,M inT :6 :2 ,#248 'C ' ) ; 
‘F ina l T = ' .F inT :6 :1 / ' #248 'C ' ) ; until Choice - 0 ; 
writeC RAMP rate = ' ,RampRt :6 :1 / •#248 'C/min . 'h CI<»eWindow(6); 
until Choice = 0 ; «*»； 
RampRt:= R«mpRt«0.33/60： CalP!DCo«ff(PIDPar«n,1); 
ClowWindow(6)： CalPIDCoeff(PIDParam,2); 
end; 
procedure lnputStepT(var StepT:double; WinNum: byte); 
const procedure InputMod•； 
messagel = 'Step To Temp. ' ; beg'" 
y f „ OpenWindow(6); 
Choice: byte; SelectWindow(e); 
TextCotor(7); 
l ^ j n writeinCSelect mode of operation : '); 
OpenWindow(6); w r i t e r 1) RAMP or 2) S T E P - > ') ; 
repeat reacKOperateMode); 
SelectWindow(6)： case OperateMode of 
TextColor(7)： 1 : 
CIrScr; RampRaQ:= true; 
writelnCSetting RAMP parameters : '); StepFlao:= false; 
wr i te ln r 1) ' .messagel) ; InputRampParamdnitialT, RnalT, RampRate, SetPointT, ! ) ; 
writelnC 0) to exit ' ) ; RampRate < 0 then 
wri te in; 
Choice: = InByteC = = > ' ) ; SetPointT: = lni t i . IT + B; 
writein： StepTlnterval: = -5 ; 
Case Choice of 
1 : S t e p T : = InDoublePrecisionCmessagel + ‘ = '); «!»• 
QPCl； if RampRate > 0 then 
SelectWindow(WinNum); 
TextColor(7); SetPointT: = InitialT - B; 
CIrScr; StepTlnteirval:= +B： 
wr i te ln ( " :10 /STEP' :10) ; 
writelnC Set Point Temperature ' .S tepT:6 :1 '#248 'C')； ®««e 
until Choice = 0 ; if RampRate = 0 then 
CloMWindow(6); beO'" 
•n j j : SetPointT:= InitialT; 
StepTlnterval: = 0 ; 
end: 
procedure lnputPIOParam(var PIDParam: PIDSheet; WinNum: byte); end; 
const 2 : begin 
messagel = 'Proportional Gain'; StepFlaQ:= true; 
messaoe2 = 'Integral T ime' ; R«mpFI«g:= false; 
messages = 'Derivative Time' ; lnputStepT(SetPointT. 1 ); 
messagaA = 'Max imum Temperature'; end; 
messages = 'Min imum Temperature'; • • •« 
messagee = 'Ending Time' ; writeln(#7,'Error'); 




begin procedure lnputTemperature(var StartT.FinalT.StepT.MaxV.StepV: double; 
w i t h PIDParam do WinNum: byte ); 
begin const 
OpenWindow(6); messagel = 'Startino T. ' ; 
repeat message2 = 'Final T.•； 
SelectWindow(6); messaoeS = 'Step T. ' ; 
TextColor(7); me8«age4 = 'Max V. ' ; 
CIrScr; messages = 'Step V. ' ; 
writelnCSetting PID parameters :')； var 
writelnC 1) '.messagel)： Choice: byte; 
writelnC 2) ',me8sage2); 
writelnC 3) '.messaaeS); begin 
writelnC 4) '.messaoe4); OpenWindow(6); 
、 Program Listing /...7 
repeat X_R_Strino： = Scientjfic(X_R, 6); {transform to scientific form) 
SelectWindow(6)： ~ ~ "{with 6 significant figure } 
TextColor(7|; end 
ClfScr; else 
writelnCSetting RAMP parameters :'); begin 
writeInC 1) ',message1)： X_R: = 1E-17; 
wr i te lnr 21 ',messaoe2); Sound(2000); 
writeInC 3) '.messageS); delay(20); 
writeinC 41 '.mes8aoe4); Nosound; 
writeInC 6) ',me8saae6); end; 
writeInC 0) to exit '); 
writein; Inverse!: = 1000/( 2 7 3 . 1 6 + T_C); 
Choice: = lnByt«( '= = > '); Conduct: = (GapLength/lOO)/ (Width 'Thickness 'dE-10)*X_R); 
writein; LogCond:= LN( Conduct ) / LN(10); 
Case Choice of wr i te lntOutFJhur ibyl :8.T_C:8:2.X_R_Strino:14. 
1 :S ta r tT := InDoublePrecisionJmessagel+' = ')； SourceDCV:8:2.lnver8eT:8:3,LooCond:8:3); 
2 : FInalT:» lnDoublePrecision(me8sage2 + ' = ')； FluBh(OutF); 
3 : StepT: = lnDoublePrecision(mes8age3 + ' = '); if NextTlndex < = EndTlndex then 
4 : MaxV: = lnDoublePrecision(mess8ge4 + ' = ')； begin 
6 : StepV: = lnDoublePrecision(message6 + ‘ = '); RampFlag： = faise; 
end; StepFlag: = false; 
SelectWindow(WinNum); StopFlag: = true; 
TextColor(7); end; 
ClrScr; 
wr i te lnC: 10,'Temperature Ranoe':10); { • to check the suitablity of range, sound if not • } 
writeCStart TV,St«tT:6 :1 , ' '#248 'C ' ) ; 
writeInC Fin«t T.'.FinalTie：!,' '#248'C')； end; { CalculatePlot } 
writeCStep T/ ,StepT:6:1, ' ' #248 'C ' ) ; 
w r i te r Voltage: '#241,M«xV:3:0. ' Step V.: ',StepV:4:2); procedure CheckRecordDat«(AveraoeT_mV: double; 
until Choice = 0 ; var TJndex.NumberOfData: integer; 
CloseWinclow(6); var ResultRecord: StorageRecord); 
end; begin 
if (AverageT_mV < = T_TableITJndex]) then 
function C«l_Resist(SourceDCV, ShuntResistor: double; begin 
KString: ShortStr): double; NumberOfData: = NumberOfData + 1 ; 
var w i th ResultRecordlNumberOfDatal do 
FuncStr: ShortStr; begin 
X_Value: double; TemperatureInC: = CelsiusT; 
beoin Temper aturelnmV: = AverageTmV; 
FuncStr: = CopyCKString, 1,4); CalculatePlot(TemperaturelnC.SourceDCV,X_R_Strino, 
Val(Copy(KStrino,6,12y,X_Value,IOCode); Temperaturelnverse.Conductivity.LogConductivity); 
if (FuncStr = 'NDCA') then if GraphFlag= false then 
begin begin 
i fX_Va lue< 1E-17then SelectWindow(3); 
x j v « l u e : = 1E-17; TextColor(7); 
CafResist: = SourceDCV I X_Valuc; writelnn'Jndex:4.Thurlby1:8,X_R_Strino:14, 
end Temper aturelnverseiSiS.LogConductivjtyiSid); 
else if (FuncStr = 'NDCV') then TJndex: = TJndex + StepTlnterval; 
begin end 
if X_Value < 1E-5 then else 
X_Vali je:= 1E-6; begin 
CafRes is t i ^ ShuntResistor • {(SourceDCV - X_Valuo)/X_Valuc); SetCurrentWindow(3); 
end SelectColor(7); 
else PointWorldAbsfT emperaturelnverse.LoaConductivity); 
Cal_Resi8t : = X_Value; end; 
end; if NumberOfData > = 2 then 
begin 
procedure CalculatePlot fT_C,SourceDCV: double; var X R String： ShortStr; ActivationEnergy:= 
var InverseT.Conduct.LogCond: double ); Calculate_Ea(Temperaturelnverse,LogConductivity, 
{Calculate the conductivity and plot the corresponding point on the graph) Result[NumberOfData-1 l.Temperaturelnverse, 
Re8ult[NumberOfD«t«-1].LogConductivity); 
var if GraphRao = true then 
CheckVolt: double; begin 
J: integer: SetCurrentWindow(4); 
X_Value,X_R: double; SelectColor(7); 
KStrino.TempString： string; PointWorldAbsfTemperaturelnverse.ActivationEneroy); 
begin {unit for temperature : K } end 
( ' " c o n d u c t i v i t y : /(ohm*cm) ) end; 
X_Value:= 0： end; 
X_R:=0： end; 
J : : 0 ; 
For l : = 1 to SampleNum do end; (End of CheckRecordData) 
begin 
ReadKeithley(KStrina,X_Current(l],KCode); procedure lnit_xyGraph<XX1 ,YY1 .XX2.YY2.TicX,TicY: double： 
X_Value:= Cal_Resist(SourceDCV.ShuntResistor,KString); LabelX.LabelYJitleStr: string; 
if (X_V«lue > 0) then GridFlag: boolean; Win: inteoer)： 
begin var Isxjsy: integer; 
X_R:= X_R + X_Value; 
J + 1; b«gin 
end; SetCurrentWindow (Win); 
end; ClearWindow： 
if J > 0 then SetAxesType(0,0); 
begin ‘ SelectColor(7); 
X_R:= X _ R / J ; ScalePlotArea(XX1 ,YY1 ,XX2,YY2); 
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SetXYInterceptslXXI.YYI); var Time曰apsed: double; 
DrawYAxmmcY.O); begin 
DrawXAxisrricX.O); if GraphFlag = true then 
lax: = 20; begin 
lay： = 10: TimeElapsed: = TT* 0.33; 
LabelYAxis(lsy,0); SelectColor(7); 
LabelXAxisdsx.O); PointWorldAbsmmeElipsed.YY); 
SetLineStyleXXd .0.1); IncJTT); {increment by 1) 
If GridFlao = true then if (TimeBapsed > FinwhTime) then 
Dr«wGrid(6); begin 
SetLineStyleXX(0,0,1); ScreenDump(6,0,2,1,1,0,O.IOCode); 
BorderCurrentWindow (Win); RestoreCrtMode; 




end; (End of lnit_xyGr«ph) end； {End of Plot_xtGraph) 
procedure Plot_xyGraph(YY, period: double; var TT: word); 
procedure ChangeDisplayM ode; 
var TimeElapsed: double; 
var Title.TempStr: string： 
TicXJ icY: double; « GraphFtag = true then 
begin beoin 
GraphFlag: = not(GraphFlao)； TimeElapsed: = TT* 0.33; 
if GraphFlag=true then SelectColor<7); 
begin PointWoridAbsmme 日•psed,YYh 
OpenWindow(7); IncfTT); {increment by 1) 
CRTGraphOn; if (TimeElapsed > FinishTime} then 
lnitSEGraphics('e:\tp\pas')： 
if OataFlag = true then RestoreCrtMode; 
begin GraphFlag: = false厂 
lnit_xyGr«ph(MinlnvT.MinCond.MaxlnvT,MaxCond.0.0B.0.2, Clo8eWindow(7); 
- lnvT_L«bel,Concl_Label,CT_Title,fal8e,3); end; 
SetCurrentWi^owO); “ ®nd; 
Sel«etColor(7); end; {End of Plot_xtGr«ph) 
for l : = 1 to NumberOfOata do 
begin procedure DisplayReading (DispStrina ： str ing” 
w i th Resiritd) do 
begin v«r X_C: double; 
PointWorldAb8(Temperaturelnverse,LogConductivity); X_R_String: ShortStr; 
end; b®0»n 
end; if GraphFlag=false then 
init_XYGraph(MinlnyT,MinEa,MaxlnvT,MaxEa.0.06,0.02, begin 
_ lnvT_Label,Ea_Label,AT_Title,false,4); SelectWindow(4); 
SetCurrentWindowCA);" TextColord 5J; 
SelectColor(7); Val(Copy(Di8pStrinQ,B, 12).X_C,IOCode); 
f o r l : = 2 to NumberOfData do X _ R _ S t r i n g : = S c i e n t i f i c ( 
begin Cal_Resi8t(SourceDCV.ShuntRe8i8tor,DispStrino),4); 
w i th ResultiH do GotoXYrThurlbyCoorl 1 l,ThurlbyCoor[2]); 
begin CIrEol; 
PointWorldAbs (Temper aturelnverse,ActivationEnergy); write(Thurlby1); 
end; GotoXYtKeithleyCoorll l,Ke<thleyCoor[21); 
end; CIrEol; 
end write(X_R_StrinQ:12); 
else GotoXYll7whereY + 1 ); 
begin writeC = > ',Di8pStrino:12); 
w i th PIDParam do GotoXY(PowerCoor(1 ].PowerCoor{21); 
besin CIrEol; 
Str(PG:6:0,TempStr); write((PIDout1 /6B5.63丨:5:2/ ',(PIDout2/655.63):5:2); 
Title: = Concat(TT_Title/ PG = '.TempStr,', '); GotoXY(DegC_CoorI1).DeoC_Coor(21); 
Str(IT:5:1.TempStr); CIrEol： 
Title: = Concat(Title.' IT = ',TempStr,', '); write(Cel»iu8T:6:2); 
Str(DT:4:2,TempStr); GotoXY(SetPTCoorI1 l,SetPTCoor|21); 
Title: = Concat(Title/ DT = ',TempStr.'. '); CIrEol; 
Str(ST:4:2,TempStr); write(SetPointT:6:3); 
Title: = Concat(Title,' Period = ' .TempStr / s'); end; 
end; end; (End of DisplayReading) 
TicX: = Abs(Fini8hTime - StartTime) /100; 
TicY: = Ab8(MaxT-MinT丨 / 60; procedure DispUyCheckReatKOispString： String); 
I nit_xvGraph(StartTime,Mini,FinishTime,MaxTJicX.TicY, var 
Time_Label,Temp_Label,Tjtle,true,2); I.StartNumber: integer; 
T imelndex: -0 ; K1,T1,KT2: integar; 
end RangeStr: string,-
end ResponseChar: char; 
else G_Flao: boolean; 
begin begin 
CloseGraphics; if DataFlag = true then 
CI08eWindow(7); ChockRecorclD«ta(AveraoeT_mV,NextTlndex,NumberOfDat«,Re«ijlt) 
end; else 
end; {End of ChangeDisplayMode) Plot_xtGraph{Cel8iu8T.PIDParam.ST.Timelndex)： 
DisplayReadinoCDispString); 
procedure Plot_xtGraph(YY, period: double; var TT: word); While KeyPressed do 
- begin 
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, ... -
CH:= ReadKey; 'I'.AttrWVhite.BlacW.right, 
if CH = #0 then DefaultFlag); 
begin DefineWindow(2. 1,6,60.10. Attr(White.Black), 
CH：' RaadKey; SinQl«Bofder,Attr(White.BI«ck), 
CheckBreak: = True; 'PID p«rameters',Attr(White.Biack),Left, 
Case CH of '2',Attr(White,Black).rioht. 
# 1 9 : begin {ALT-R pressed) DefauttFlag); 
if SoundTrace > 100 then DefineWmdowO, 1,11,50,25, Attr(White.Black). 
SoundTrace: = SoundTrace-10; SingleBorder.AttrCWhite.Black), 
lnputSettino(Ranoe,R,SourceDCV.6); 'T ('#248'C) (mV) X ('#234'丨 1000/T Log(Cond)', 
end; Attr(White,Black),Left, 
# 4 6 : begin {ALT-C pressed) '3',Attr(WNte,BI«ck).rioht, 
lnputPIDParam(PIDParam,2); DefauJtRag); — 
end： DefineWindow(4. 61.1.80,18, Attr(White.BlacW. 
# 6 0 : begin {ALT-M pressed} SingleBorder.AttrJWhite.Black), 
InputMode; 'Meter Readina',Attr(White,Biack),Left, 
end; '4',Attr(WNte,Black),rioht, 
# 2 6 : begin {ALT-P pressed} DefaultFlag); 
repeat until keypressed; DefineWindow(6, 51.19,80,24, AttrWVhite.Black), 
CH : = Readkey; SinoleBorder,Attr(WNte,Black), 
end; 'Settino»',Attr(VVh«te,Black),Left, 
#31 : begin {ALT-S pressed) '6',Attr(White,BI«ck),rlght, 
OpenWindow(6); DefaultFlag); 
GotoXYd, 1 )； DefineWindow(6, 15,11,50,24, Attr(White,BI«ck), 
write丨#7'To Stop ？ (Y/N) - > '); SinoleBorder.Attr(Black,White). 
readln(ResponseChar); 'Parameter Settino',Attr(White.Black),Left, 
if (Respon8eChar = 'Y') or (ResponseChar = 'y ' ) then '6',Attr|White,Black),rioht, 
ExitRoutine; (call the termination} DefaultFlag)； 
(routine, to close files) DefineWindow(7, 1.1,80,26, Attr(White.Black), 
CloseWindow(6); SinoleBorder.Attr(White.Black).". 
end; Attr(WNte,Black),Left, 
»20 :beo in {ALT-T} '10',Attr(WNte,Black),riaht, 
InputRampParamdnitialT.FinalT.RampRate.SetPointT, 1); DefaultRao)； 
end; OpenWindow (1); 
OpenWindow(2); 
# 2 4 : begin {ALT-0 pressed : for sound on/off} OpenWindowO); 
if SoundTrace > = 100 then OpenWindow(4); 
SoundTrace: = 0 OpenWindow (5); 
else 
SoundTrace:» 100; D«uFlao:= false; TFIaQ:= false: 
and; GraphRao：^false; StopFlag: = false; 
* 3 4 : begin {ALT-G pressed : for plot graph) RampRag:- false; StepFlag: = false; 
ChangeDisplayMode; 
end; StepTlnterval: = 0; 
#104: begin {ALT-F1 pressed : inhibit the heater) NumberOfData: = 0; 
SetHeat(1,1); M«xLC:=0; MinLC:=-10; 
repeat until keypressed; PIDvalue:= 1; 
CH : = Readkey; PIDout: = 1; 
end; InitialT:=0; FinalT: = 0; RampRate:=0; 
end; SetPointT:=0; 
CheckBreak : = true; G«pLength:=0; 
end： Width:=0; 
end; Thickness:=0; 
SampteName: = " ; 
end; { DisplayCheckRead ) MaxT:= 200; MinT:= 0; FinishTime: = 1000; StartTime: = 0; 
Keithley: = '0 ' ; 
MaxCond: = 0 ； MinCond: = -12: 
MaxEa: = 1.0; MinEa: = 0; 
procedure RamplnitiaKvar T: double; Rate: double; cycle: integer); MaxlnvT:= 8; MinlnvT:= 1.B; 
var LocalRate.CyclePi: double; ShuntResistor: = 9.99E + 9: 
I: integer; end. 
begin E D C I o f I j c t i n Q Q j v 
CyclePi:= 0.5*Pi/Cycle; {half Pi divided by Cycle no.) 过 
for l : = 1 to cycle do 
begin 
LocalRate:= R«te*(l-co«(l*CyclePi)); L i S t i n O S e V G H 
T: - T + LocalRate; 
ControlTemper.ture(T T,fal8e KStrinfl ； t N s is the Msembly program for controlling 
rv 〜 . n - ' ： the 8266 digit*丨 I/O card DisplayCheckRead(KString); 
DATA SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC 
end; 
DATA ENDS 
• . …：…… … . … CODE SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC 
Initializ 漏tion 
/ASSUME CSiCODE, DS:DATA 
PUBLIC Init8263 ；Implemented below 
pirCer-
^ ® ^ " , , ^ ^ ^ , , , CounterO = 31 OH ；iddress of Counter 0 
DefineWindowd 1.1.50 6. Attr(Wh.te B .ck), Count.r1 - 311H ；.ddres. of Count.r 1 
f r r..!；； I f ' . . . . CountT2 = 312H -address of Counter 2 
'Control Mode'.Attr(Wh.te,Bl.ck),Left, ctrlReg = 313H of 8263 control regisfr 
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Init8263 PROC FAR test alOSH ；check bit 3 (CO) for 1 
jz CI ；loop back if C 0 = 0 
push bp 
ENDM ；End of Macro ComOut 
mov dx.CtrlReg ； ； 
mov al,10110110b ；Set Counter2 to mode 3 for periodic ChkOataOut MACRO 
out dx.al ；rising strobe of GateO and Gatel LOCAL CD1 ；local label i 
mov bp,8p ；frequency for Counter2 is defined CD1: mov dxJntrStatI ；read interrupt status register 1 
mov bx,[bpl + 6 ；by input parameter in al.dx ； 
mov ax.lbxl ；get parameter (frequency) to AX test 8l,02H ；check bit 2 (DO) for 1 
mov dx,Counter2 ； iz CD 1 ；loop back if D O = 0 
out dx,al ；send LSB first 
mov al,ah ； ENDM ；End of Macro ComOut 
out dx,al ；send MSB later ； 
ATN MACRO 
pop bp ； LOCAL A l ；loc«l 
ret 2 ；decard 1 paramter from the stack 
GRBOut AuxModa,1eH ；IFC on • then IFC off 
Init8263 ENDP push cx ；this set ATN on = rtl false 
mov cx,08F0H ； 
CODE ENDS A l : nop 
END End of Listing Seven ； 
ENDM ；End of Macro ATN 
Listing Eight “i?丨nit 隱 far 
K1: GPIBOut AuxMode,02 ； chip reset 
；TNs is the assembly program for controlling 
®»®ctrometer through IEEE 488 interface GPIBOut Addr_0_1 .'ctrlAddr :8et primary address of controller 
；by variable CtrlAddr into 
DATA SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC .address 0 
GPIBOut Addr 0 I.OeOH :inhibit address 1 
EXTRN K617Value:BYTE ,K617 is a Pascal variable . 
$ 
GPIBOut AddrMode.SIH ；address mode : 1 
DATA ENDS :CIC, p^ 
CODE SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC GPIBOut AuxMode,28H ；set to 8 MHz 
ASSUME CS:CODE, DS:DATA GPIBOut AuxMode,80H ;8et EOS to be 7 bits valid 
GPIBOut EOS.OdH ；C/R as End of String 
PUBLIC K6l7lnit.K617Send.lC617REN.K617Read ；Implemented GPIBOut AuxMode.0a4H ；set T1 use 3T driver (high speed) 
明 ；INT pin : active Hi 
•ist “ PP fIsQ 
B-e_Addr EQU 2b8H ；B«e address of IEEE 488 interface GPIBOut AuxMode.OOH . ；r.le..e to immediate execution 
CtrlAddr = OH ；Controller primary address . „ 如 
KeiAddr = IbH ；Keithley 617 primary address ( = 27) A t n ；set ATN 
KEnd: ret ; return 
；for read operation 
^ K617lnit ENDP 
Datain = Ba8e_Adclr ;Data in register 
IntrStatI = Ba8e_Addr + 1 ；Interrupt status register 1 ；procedure KSITREN 
lntrStat2 = B8se_Addr + 2 ；Interrupt status reflister 2 ‘ 
SerPoStat - B««e_Addr + 3 ；Serial poll Status register K617REN PROC FAR 
AddrS f t = B«e_Addr + 4 ；Address statu, register GPIBOut AuxMode.OOH ： pon 
ComPT = Ba8e_Addr + 5 ；Command pass through register ATN -set ATN 
AddrO = Base_Addr + 6 .-Address register 0 GPIBOut AuxMode.17H ；reset REN, then set REN 
AcWM = B«8e_Addr + 7 ；Address registre 1 GPtBOut AuxMode.lfH ; 
GPIBOut DataOut,KeiAddr + 20H ；address K617 { = 27} 
；for write operation ^^供 
^ K817REN ENDP 
DataOut = Base_Addr ；Data out register 
imrMaskI = BaselAcWr + 1 ；Interrupt mask register 1 ；procedure K617Send(CmdStr: string) 
lntrM8sk2 = Baee^Addr + 2 ；Interrupt mask register 2 
SerPoMode = B« i_Addr + 3 :Seri.l poll mode register CmdStr = DWORD PTR |bp + 61 
AddrMode = Base Addr + 4 ,-Address mode register 
AuxMode = Base_Adclr + 5 .-Auxiliary mode register K617Send PROC FAR 
Addr_0_1 = B«8e_Addr + 6 ；Address 0/1 register p明h bp 
E O S - - = B«se_Addr + 7 ； End of string register mov bp.sp ' .Point BP at top of stack 
GPIBOut MACRO 6PIB_Reg,0ut_Value ‘ 
„ KSendl: GPIBOut AuxMode,80H ；normal handshake mode 
mov dx.GPIB_Reg ；po丨nt at GPIB register GPIBOut EOS.OdH ；C/R as End of String 
mov 雄l,Out_V，lue ；load the output value to AL 
out dx ,1 “ ；output to the specified port GPIBOut AuxMode,11H ；take control asynchronously 
ENDM .-End of Macro GPIBOut ；tnd set ATN on 
‘ GPIBOut DataOut.BFH ；UNTALK - remove any talker 
ComOut m a c r o ComOut ；check command output success 
LOCAL CI ；iQcal label 
GPIBOut DataOut,CtrlAddr + 40H 
C I : mov dx, ln t rSt t2 ；read interrupt s f t u s register 2 GPIB controltor - Talker 
in al^dx ； 
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ComOut ； DATA SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC 
GPIBOut DataOut.KeiAelolr + 20H ；Keithley 617 as listener EXTRN Keithtey:BYTE ;Pa8cal variables 
ComOut ； 
DATA ENDS 
GPIBOut AuxMode.lOH ；GTS - go to standby 
；and set ATN off CODE SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC 
Ids si.CmdStr .load command string address ASSUME CS:CODE, DS:DATA 
$ 
mov cl,ds:Isi| ；put string length to loop counter PUBLIC Road_A ；Implemented below 
xor ch,ch ；only low byte is effective 
Port_A EQU 300H ；address of port A 
KSend2: inc si ；update string pointer BX Port_B EQU 301H ；address of port B 
GPIBOut Data0ut,d8:(si| ；send string command CHAR by CHAR Port_C EQU 302H ；address of port C - for handshaking 
ChkDataOut ；Check if data accepted ConWord EQU 303H ；address of control register 
loop KSend2 ；loop until the whole string sent 
Read_A PROC FAR 
KSendS: GPIBOut DataOut.OdH ；sent EOS char at end of string 
ChkDataOut ； start: mov dx.ConWord ； 
mov al.OOOOl 111b ；set input device in RUN mode 
KSendEnd: pop ds ； out 机《1 ； 
pop bp ； 
ret 2 ； read_0: mov bx,OH ；set index register 
K617Send ENDP ； mov cx.4H ；set counter for digit 
f 
；procedure K617Read(var DataString： String); external read_1: mov dx,Port_C ；set Port C 
read_2: in al.cix ；check for the starting trigger -
DataStrino = DWORD PTR Ibp + 61 test 81,00100000b ； wait for bit 6 (IBF) = high 
iz read_2 ； 
K617Read PROC FAR mov dx.Port_A ； 
in ai,dx ； 
push bp ； test •1,00010000b ；test for starting digit (D6) 
mov bp,sp ；Point BP at top of stack jz re«d_1 ： 
push es ； •• 
test al, 10000000b ；check sign bit (bit 7) 
KReadI: GPIBOut AuxMode. l lH ；take control asynchronously jne re«d_3 ； and move it in variable 
；and set ATN on mov KeitWeylbx + 11.'-' ； SignBit 
inc bx ； 
GPIBOut DataOut.SFH ；UNLISTEN - remove any listener ； 
ComOut ；check command output success read_3: inc bx ；reserve one byte for the 
；decimal point 
GPIBOut DataOut.CtrlAddr -i- 20H and al.OfH .-get lower four bits (BCD code) 
ComOut ；assign GPIB controller as Listener add al,30H .-translate BCD into ASCII 
mov Keithteylbx + 1 ],al .-start data acquistion -
GPIBOut DataOut.KeiAddr + 40H ；Keithley 617 as listener inc bx ； digit 5 
ComOut ； ； 
reacl_4: mov dx,Port_C ；to acquire digit 4 to 1 
GPIBOut AuxMode.lOH ；GTS - go to standby read_5: in al.dx ； 
；and set ATN off test •1,00100000b ； 
jz read_B ； - note : only the tower 
les di.DataString .-load data string address ； 4 bit of the data are 
； mov dx,Port_A ； valid BCD. higher bits 
xor ah,ah ；string counter in •l,dx ； are signaJ lines 
KRead2: mov dx,lntrStat1 ；Check status register 1 and *l,OfH ； 
in al,dx ； add al.SOH ; 
test al,01H ； if bitO = 1, data is available mov KeitWeylbx + 1 l.sl ； (sign is in 7th bit 
jz KRead2 ： inc bx ； '1 ' : + 
mov dx.DataIn ;input data loop read_4 ； ' 0 ' : - ) 
in al.dx ； ； 
cmp al.ODH ；check END of String (C/R = 13) mov Keithley(01,bl ；store lenoth of the string 
je KReadS ；EOS ignored 
inc ah ； ；To insert a decimal point 8t the correct position 
inc di ；update string pointer .-according to the RangeFactor 
mov e8:di,al ；move char into string 
imp KRead2 ；continue to read mov ax.bx ；save string pointer 
； mov bx,sp ；get parameter pointer 
KReadS: les di.DataStrino ； mov cx.88:Ibx + 4J ；get 1st parameter : Rangefactor 
mov e8:dj,ah ；store string length mov bx.ax ；restore string pointer 
； sub bx,06H ;setup string pointer 
KReadEnd: pop es ； cmp cx.OH ； 
pop bp ； je read_7 ； 
ret 2 ； read_6: mov al.Keithleylbx +1 ] .-shift one char to the left 
mov KeithleylbxI.al ; 
K617Read ENDP inc bx ； 
loop read_6 ； 
CODE ENDS read_7: mov Keithleylbxl.'.' ；insert the decimal 
end End of Listing Eight 油‘ Read_A ENDP 
Listing Nine CODE ENDS 
END 
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End of Listing Nine “，。-inp—TtTsinsfck 
o mov bx.lbpl + 8 ；put 1st parameter (duration of 
；HEATER D t o B X 
mov cx.lbpl + 6 ；put 2nd parameter (duration of 
Listing Ten : HEATER 2) TO cx 
I 
DATA SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC •• ^ ； ；only 13 M S B » v a l i d 
； shr bx,1 ; 
EXTRN Thurlby 1-.BYTE ；Thurlby 1 is a Pascal variable ‘ 
‘ shr bx,1 ; 
DATA .ENDS ，时 bx'1 ； 
inc bx ；add 1 to BX prevent B X = 0 , since 
CODE SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC ； 0 stands for 66B36 count 
一 C S : C O D — ； t “ ‘ 
； shr cx,1 ； 
PUBLIC SeriallNI :lmplemented below * ! * ‘ 
shr cx,1 ； 
SerDat EQU 3f8H ；serial data port - C0M1 shr cx ' l ： 
ModCon EQU 3fcH .-modern control port for C0M1 ‘ 
LineStat EQU 3fdH ；Line Status port ^ ^ , 。 
mov dx.CtrlReg ; 
SerlnChar MACRO al.OO 110010b ；Set CounterO to mode 1 for 
LOCAL S«rln1 ； loci label out clx,1 ；rUiino edge strobe on heater 
. ‘ 
‘ mov dx,LineSt.t ' ；point at the line status register mov .1.01110010b ；Set Counter 1 to mode 1 for 
Serinl : In al.dx ;o<.t statu. 。“^  ；r»,nfl edge rtrobe on heater 
test a«,1 ；character ready? 抑 r « . « f r f t 
jz Serlnl ： 二 dx^CounterO , 
mov dx.SerD.t ；pe^t « d . t . ro ister , = ' 磁 i e n d LSB first 
in •l,dx ； received char, in AL 
mov •l,bh ; 
» • 〜 • _ . . ^ , ^ ^ out dx,«l ；send MSB later ENDM ；End of Macro SerlnChar 
r 
SeriallNI PROC FAR mov dx.Counterl ； 
mov alfCl ; 
_ _ - , ^ . , _ out dx,al ；send LSB first GetR: SerlnChar ；go to get a char, from serial port 
cmp al/R' ；input char, in AL = R ? mov ‘ 
. 广 . * i . w out dx.al ；send MSB later 
jne GetR ；repeat until the starting character 
； i s detected 
pop DD 
mov bx,0 ；set data index = 1 ‘ 
mov cx,0«H ；set countered 4 ；decrd 2 p«.mter5 from the stack 
G « p . f : SertnChar ； SetHeat ENDP 
cmp al / ；ignore space in the string 
ie Get-2 ’ CODE ENDS 
mov Thurlby 1 [bx + 1 Lai ；store input char, into the string 例。 
；variable Thurlby 1 
inc bx End of Listing Eleven 
Get_2: loop GetData ；loop until counter CX = 0, ie. 9 chars 
；received. 
mov Thurlbyl (0],bl ；store the length of string and then • • T • 
SarialEnd: ret ； return U S t l P i g T W e l V e 
t 
Seriallnl ENDP DATA SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC 
CODE ENDS EXTRN Thurlbyl :BYTE ；Thurlbyl is a Pascal variable 
END EXTRN Thuriby2:BYTE ；Thurlby2 • “ 
End of Listing Ten 陽六 ENDS 
CODE SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC 
Listing Eleven 
ASSUME CS:CODE. DS:DATA 
DATA SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC 
PUBLIC TwoSerial ；Implemented below 
DATA END8 SerDat 1 EQU 3f8H ；serial data port - C0M1 
CODE SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC ModConI EQU 3fcH .-modem control port for C0M1 
LineStat! EQU 3fdH ；Line Status port - C0M1 
ASSUME CS:COOE. DS:DATA EOU 2f8H jseri.! d . t . port - COM2 
ModCon2 EQU 2fcH ；modem control port for COM2 
PUBLIC S«tHe.t ;lmpl«ment«d below LineSt.t2 EQU 2fdH ；Line Status port - COM2 
NumOfChar = 9H ；no. of char, per data 
CounterO = 31 OH -address of Counter 0 ^ • ^ ^ 
Counterl = 3T1H ；address of Counter 1 TwoSer..! PROC FAR 
Counter2 == 312H ；address of Counter 2 " “®" bp ; 
CtrlReo = 313H .-address of 8263 control register "h i i h ；reset ah for status flag 
xor cx,cx ; 
SetHeat PROC FAR 
Ser_1Jn: mov dx.LineStatI ；test for C0M1 data ready 
push bp ； 
test al,1 ； 
mov bp,.p ‘ ；duration of heater on is defined by 扭 ；if not jump to check COM2 
、 Program Listing /...13 
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mov dx.SerDatI . ；read data from C0M1 
in al,dx ； 
cmp al /R' ;test for startino char. 'R' 
jne Ser_1Jn1 ； 
or • h . l H ；if yes, set bit 0 in AH to HIGH 
mov bx.O ；and counter BX to 0 
imp Ser_2Jn ；then check COM2 
Ser_1」n1: test ah . lH ；if bit 0 in AH is HIGH, C0M1 is 
jz Ser_2Jn ；in the input mode 
cmp al,' ‘ ；iqnore space in the data string 
je S e r _ l j n 2 ； 
mov T h u r l b y l l b x + I U I ；save char, in Thurlbyl 
inc bx ；update string counter 
S e r _ l j n 2 : inc cl :update data counter 
- - c m p cl.NumOfChar ：check if enough data read 
jb Ser_2Jn ；jump if below NumOfChar 
and • h T l i n m O B .-otherwise reset flag 
or •h ,00010000B ；set finish bit (4) of Thurlbyl 
mov Thur lbyl [0],bl :«ave data string length 
Ser_2Jn: mov dx,LineStat2 .'test for COM2 data ready 
In al.dx ； 
test al,1 ； 
jz TwoSerialEnd ；if not, jump to tost for finish 
mov dx,SerDat2 ；read data from COM2 
in al.dx ； 
cmp • l / R ' .-test for starting chw. 'R' 
jne Ser_2Jn l ； 
or ah.^H ；if yes. set bit 1 in AH to HIGH 
mov bp.O ；and counter BP to 0 
imp Ser_1_ln ；back to check C0M1 again 
Ser_2Jn1: test ah,2H ；if bit 1 in AH is HIGH. COM2 is 
~ ~ TwoSerialEnd ；in input mode 
cmp al / ‘ ；iqnore space in data string 
je Sor_2Jn2 ； 
mov Thurlby2ibp + 1 Lai ；save char, in Thurbly2 
inc bp ；update string counter 
Ser_2Jn2: inc ch ；update data counter 
“ 一 cmp ch,NumOfChar ；check if enough data read 
jb S e r _ l j n ；jump if below NumOfChar 
and a h T i n n i O I B ；if enouflh reset flag 
or ah.OOIOOOOOB ；set finish bit (6) of Thurlby2 
mov dx.bp ； 
mov Thurlby2I0I,dl ；save data string length 
TwoSerialEnd: cmp ah.OOIIOOOOB ；check whether both data of 
C 0 M 1 and 
jne Ser l j n ；COM2 have been read 





End of Listing Twelve 
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